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CHAPTER 1 Introduction 
 
1.1. Durability-related Problems of Concrete Bridge in Japan 
 
During the period of high economic growth in Japan, from the 60s to the 80s, large 
numbers of concrete structures have been built. However, during this era (before 
1980) chloride attack and the alkali silica reaction (ASR) were not taken seriously as 
today and standards and guidelines failed to clearly described them [1-1]. 
Consequently, recently many problems have discovered on concrete structure which 
are built before 1980s.  
 
Moreover, concrete structure in japan, especially bridge structures, not only 
deteriorated due to chloride attack and the alkali aggregate reaction but also other 
kinds of degradation. The summary of the activities of the Working Group on 
Durability Mechanics (WG3) within the Japan Concrete Institute (JCI) Technical 
Committee on Time Dependent Behavior of Cement-Based Materials (JCI-TC061A) 
stated several problems in concrete and reinforced bars that lead to concrete structures 
degradation, such as ASR, leaching, chemical attract, and rebar corrosion [1-1]. In 
preliminary of this paper, based on summary from WG3, some of these degradations 
in bridge structures will be described.  
 
1.1.1. Degradation in Concrete 
 
1. Alkali Silica Reaction 
 
Alkali silica reaction (ASR) which occurred inside concrete may lead to abnormal 
expansion, deterioration and perhaps failure of concrete structure. It is due to swelling 
pressures developing from the chemical reaction between alkalis with reactive 
siliceous components of aggregates inside the concrete pore system which are 
sufficient to produce and propagate microfractures [1-2]. Alkali silica gel, which is 
product of alkali silica reaction, is hydrophilic which increases in volume by taking up 
water [1-3][1-4]. The bigger the alkali silica gel become, the bigger it will generate 
the pressure sufficient enough to disrupt the fabric of concrete. The reaction might be 
described as following equation [1-5]: 
    
2(Na/K)OH (Alkali) + SiO2 (Silica) + 2H2O (Water) → Na2SiO3 · 2H2O (ASR-gel) (1.1) 
 
There are several factors that influence the degradation level of concrete structures 
due to ASR. Some factors are related to the concrete itself, the concrete structure 
design and the environmental condition around the concrete structure. The cement 
type and its alkali content, the type of reactive aggregate and the mix proportion are 
factors within the concrete itself. The example factors of concrete structure design that 
give different effect of ASR deterioration are the dimension of concrete, the reinforce 
bars ratio, the use of structure and the concrete strength. As for the environmental 
condition, the factors such as humidity, temperature, exposure to water and alkali, 









Leaching describes as the dissolution of protlandite and cement hydrates inside the 
cement paste. The leaching process of ions (mainly calcium and hydroxide) from the 
pore solution to the outside is very slow. The consequences of ionic leaching are an 
increase of the porosity and permeability, and a loss of mechanical strength [1-6]. 
 
This process mostly affecting structures which have been in contact with pure and 
acidic waters for long periods such as hydraulic structures, water pipes, radioactive 
waste disposal facilities, etc. Recently, Japan radioactive waste disposal facilities have 
been actively investigated for calcium ions leaching due to its very long service life 
[1-1]. 
 
3. Chemical attack 
 
There are many forms of chemical attack in concrete structure. It may be in the form 
of cement hydrates chemically react with some substances then forming soluble 
substances that can degrade concrete. The substances that harmful to concrete are 
sulfate, chloride, carbon dioxide, etc.  
 
In japan, chemical attack due to sulfuric acid from sewage facilities is the most 
commonly occur [1-1]. Sulfate attack can lead to strain within the material, inducing 
expansion, strength loss, spalling and severe degradation [1-6]. 
 
1.1.2. Degradation of Reinforcing Steel Bars 
 
The ingress of chlorides due to exposure to marine environment or deicing salts is the 
main reason for inducing reinforcing steel corrosions [1-7]. The conditions required 
for inducing corrosion cracking are the destruction of the passive film by chloride 
attack and the occurrence of dissolution in steel [1-1].  
 
High pH of 12.5 or higher in the concrete pore solution makes the steel surface 
naturally passivated with a dense oxide layer by hydroxide ions resulting from the 
cement hydration [1-1]. However, the presence of chlorides in a critical value, called 
the chloride threshold can destroy the protective layer [1-6]. Chloride threshold is the 




]. The destruction 
of passive film by chloride ions is occurs easily when this ratio increases [1-1]. The 
penetration of chloride ions itself is influenced by parameters such as concrete 
properties, concrete thickness and the exposure condition.  
 
After losing its passive film, supply of oxygen and water in concrete will continue the 
corrosion steel process. When the steel dissolve in the pore water, electrochemical 
corrosion occurs for the anodic reaction and the sufficient oxygen are available for the 
cathodic reaction. At later stages the reaction will continue to form rust. Rust 
expansion due to corrosion will split the concrete surrounding the steel and may cause 
compressive stress in the radial direction and tensile stress in the circumference 








Furthermore, fractures in reinforcing steel with large expansion due to ASR have been 
observed, encourage active studies on the structural performance of ASR damage 
[1-1]. In 1998, uncommon steel bars failure was found on the investigation of 
ASR-affected bridge, Omata-gawa Bridge, in the Noto expressway Japan. The 
fracture surface of the damaged steel was smooth, showing no sign of rusting. It was 
suspected that the fracture of steel reinforcement was due to the stress induced by 
ASR expansion on the concrete. It also noted that the fracture happened if the 
reinforcing steel had initial microcrack damage [1-8]. 
 
1.2. Typical Degradation of Concrete in Japan and its Mechanism  
 
In Japan, a lot of deteriorated structures due to ASR have been reported. Recent 
survey of the JCI committee on ASR mitigation discovered large number of 
ASR-affected prestressed concrete girders (PC girders) [1-8][1-9]. As in Hokuriku 
district Japan, ASR-affected PC Bridges become obvious from the 1980s. The serious 
ASR problems with a rupture of the reinforcing bar were found on the Noto 
expressway and national highway route 249. In Toyama prefecture, deterioration due 
to ASR was observed in bridge structures built from the 1960s to the 1970s [1-10]. 
Fig. 1.1, from Prof. Kazuyuki Torii data, shows the map of ASR-affected bridges in 
































There are serious problems in assuring the quality control and diversity of aggregate 
in Japan [1-12]. The volcanic rock type such as andesite, rhyolite and tuff that can be 
found in river sand and river gravel in the Hokuriku district have been damaging a lot 
of structures due to alkali silica reaction [1-13]. The reactive sand and/or gravel could 
be found in the Joganji river in the Toyama prefecture, in the Tedori river in the 
Ishikawa prefecture, and in aggregate production from the basin of the river on top of 
the Kuzuryu river in the Fukui prefecture. These finding requires a serious attention 
because the Hokuriku district has a lot of local companies producing PC girders and 
PCa Products using these aggregates. 
 
Moreover, ASR not only influenced by aggregates contain reactive silica, but also 
influenced by the surrounding environment temperature, moisture and external supply 
of alkali, and the use of concrete structures. In Hokuriku district, which is a heavy 
snow district, the opportunity to be exposed to high concentrations of NaCl solution 
by the deicing salt has been increasing. Since 1982, ASR has been noticed in some 
highway structures in Hokuriku district by deicing salts. Furthermore, besides 
promoting the ASR expansion, chlorides penetrate to the concrete through the cracks 
caused by ASR expansion will also promote corrosion of the rebar thus will lead to 
complex degradation in concrete structures [1-14][1-15]. 
  
The reaction mechanism of ASR is very complex, many research works has not yet 
progressed enough compared to the other degradation mechanisms. Evidence from 
numerous studies has shown that ASR expansion also influenced by the “pessimum 
proportion” of reactive aggregate in concrete [1-2]. Therefore, in the current level of 
technology, the repair and reinforcement technologies are still not sufficient enough to 
repair the actual ASR deteriorated structures. Unfortunately, many ASR problems in 
Hokuriku district are being discovered and still waiting to be solved. 
 
In addition, the specification of JIS A5308 for the ready-mixed concrete as a 
preventive measure for ASR in Japan is not effective enough. As shown by Figs 1.2, 
and 1.3, problems like cracking due to ASR have occurred not only in RC structures 
but also PC girders, tunnel, and reservoir dam produced in the concrete factory. In 
these cases of ASR, cracking due to ASR also occurred even by limiting the total 
alkali content of less than 3 kg/m
3
 according to JIS A5308. Thus, a new effective 













Figure 1.2 Cracking of reinforced concrete beam by alkali silica reaction: (A) at center, 

















Figure 1.3 ASR deterioration case of (A) tunnel, and (B) reservoir dam 
 
 
1.3. Repair Method on ASR-Affected RC and PC Bridges 
 
The determination of ASR deterioration level of these ASR-affected structures is 
basically examined by the results of a visual inspection. The inspections are include 
the intensity of cracking, the discoloration of surface concrete, the extrusion of ASR 
gel through cracks, the deformation of PC girder, the corrosion and/or fracture of steel 
reinforcement and prestressing steel strand (PS) and other supplementary steel 
reinforcement [1-12]. In addition, data such as the mixture proportion, the reactive 
aggregate and environmental condition also have to be documented as far as possible.  
 
As for repairing ASR-affected structures in Hokuriku district, surface coating by 
epoxy-resin or acrylic rubber and also crack injection have been used from 1990s. 
However, some researches were reported the ineffectiveness of this method in 
controlling the expansion due to ASR [1-11][1-13]. In addition, the uses of CFRP 
sheet bonding method and cathodic protection method have been actively applied in a 
saline environment[1-11]. Furthermore, strengthening method such as PC confined 
method has also been applied as an effective repair method [1-16].  
 
In actual works, the selection of repair and reinforcement method has become an 
extremely difficult task. However, the determination of appropriate ASR deterioration 
level will help to choose the effective repair method. Regarding of this matter, this 
section will describe briefly some of the repair method that being used in Japan as a 
reference for choosing an appropriate repair method. In general, the repair method for 
ASR-affected structures is divided into two types, which are surface treatment method 
and strengthening method.  











1.3.1. Surface Treatment Method 
 
There are many types of surface treatment that can be used for repairing ASR-affected 
structures. Due to the usual surface treatment method that used in japan, this paper 
will only describe two kinds of surface treatment which are surface coatings and 
penetrating sealer.  
 
1. Surface coatings 
Recently, some research works are conducted to assess the effectiveness of some 
repair method for repairing ASR-affected PC structures in Toyama prefecture 
[1-10][1-13]. Dr. Nomura has stated at least there are three surface coatings that 
actively applied in Toyama prefecture. These repair methods are acrylic, urethane, 
and epoxy. Some surface coatings that being investigated have performed well, 
according to the ASR potential of the structure. Furthermore, in the case of low ASR 
potential, the acrylic type of fiber sheet coating was effective, while the urethane type 
of continuous fiber sheet performed well in the case of high ASR potential. In 
contrary, the applicability of epoxy type of continuous fiber sheet coating was 
difficult in the case of high ASR potential [1-13].     
 
Dr. Daidai made an investigation to ASR-affected bridge piers in Toyama prefecture. 
The materials mainly consisted of soft epoxy resins capable of further penetrating the 
cracks. However, it was later observed that the repaired sections were more damaged 
and fully covered with cracks than the unrepaired ones, which may indicate that the 
repairing choices actually promoted ASR progress. Even though cutting off the water 
and alkali external supply is accomplished, if the absorbed amount of these substances 
in concrete has reached a certain threshold to be considered sufficient enough before 
the repairing works have been carried out, then it becomes virtually impossible to stop 
ASR progress [1-10].    
 
Moreover, Prof. Hamada conducted a laboratory investigation of surface coating on 
the ASR-affected RC beams under sustained loading. The coating used in this study 
was a highly elastic acrylic-based surface coating. Based on his experiment study, an 
efficient surface coating, protective against ASR expansion, can significantly enhance 
the structural behavior of ASR affected beams undergoing sustained loading. The 
protective coating applied early in its life, can reduce loss of the elastic modulus of 
the concrete and its compressive strength, and significantly reduce the effects of creep 
by a substantial reduction in the creep coefficient. Such a coating can also provide 
protective effects against chloride attack [1-17]. 
 
2. Penetrating sealer 
Penetrating sealer are less susceptible to physical damage and weathering than surface 
coatings. Thus, this type of Surface treatments may need less maintenance compared 
with surface coating to remain effective and to retain the appearance of the surface. In 
addition, some allow the passage of gas, which reduces the corrosion risk by enabling 
the concrete to dry. Penetrating sealers reduce the ingress of liquid water (which may 
contain dissolved salts, such as chloride ions) into the concrete from an exposed 






There are two types of penetrating sealer that being used for repairing concrete, which 
are hydrophobic pore liners, and pore blockers. Most hydrophobic pore liners are 
silicon-based compounds such as siliconates, silanes, siloxanes, and silicone resins. 
As for pore blockers are based on cementitious materials or alkali silicate solutions. 
  
According to Dr. Shayan, the hydrophobic pore liners are effective for pores up to 
0.02mm diameter. This includes gel pores and capillary pores in the cementitious 
binder. On the other hands, the pore blockers are suitable for air voids up to about 
0.1mm diameter [1-19]. 
 
Silane, siloxane, or a combination of both, are the most used material as hydrophobic 
pore liners. The feature of these materials is silicon polymers which are produced by 
the reaction of moisture, alkalis and silicates in concrete pore system. Although these 
polymers are akin to silicone resins, products based on silicone resins themselves are 
not as effective for improving the water resistance of good-quality concrete, because 
they do not penetrate fine pores and do not polymerise further after application [1-18].  
 
As for the pore blocker, the pore blocker based on cementitious materials can be used 
in concrete structure exposed to water such as damp, retaining wall, etc. It is due to 
this pore blocker is requiring water to react. This kind of pore blocker is also suitable 
as water proofer that can resist water under pressure. They can be used to resist both 
positive and negative pressures, so can be used on either the upstream or downstream 
faces of water-retaining structures. Furthermore, the pore blockers based on alkali 
silicate solutions is commonly based on sodium silicate, potassium silicate, or lithium 
silicate. By reacting with calcium hydroxide in the hydrated cement paste, the calcium 
silicate gels in the concrete pores will be produced. This reaction will gives two 
benefits for the concrete. First the reducing amount of available calcium hydroxide 
will improve the concrete ability in resist on acid and sulphate attack. Second the 
silicate gels that formed can physically absorb water, preventing it from being 





from the pore solution. As for to reduce expansion of concrete affected by ASR, the 
product must be based on lithium (rather than sodium or potassium, which may 
exacerbate ASR), and enough lithium must penetrate to sufficient depth within the 
concrete [1-18]. 
 
1.3.2. Strengthening Method 
 
Severe deterioration, due to natural disaster, ASR or chloride attack, will cause 
structural degradation such as loses its load bearing capacity. Thus, the deteriorated 
bridge structures cannot be repaired with surface treatment method. As shown by Fig. 
1.4 the structure must be partially reconstructed, or even fully reconstructed. In 
addition, in some cases, strengthening method should also be applied to restore or 
even increase its load bearing capacity. The strengthening method that commonly 
used in Japan are including CFRP sheet bonding, concrete jacketing and PC confined 
method.  
 
1. CFRP sheet bonding 
The use of CFRP sheet bonding in Japan was dramatically increased since Kobe 
Earthquake in 1995. CFRP is mainly used for seismic rehabilitation or seismic 
strengthening method. Besides increasing the concrete strength, CFRP also 
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characterized as having high corrosion resistance. As reported by Prof. Torii, the 
CFRP sheet bonding was also applied for ASR-affected post-PC girders with the 
fracture of prestressing steel strand (PS) due to chloride attract [1-11]. For this reason, 
as can be seen from Fig. 1.5, CFRP sheet bonding has been applied for strengthening 
the Kasen bridge in the Noto peninsula in Ishikawa prefecture Japan. However, its 
bond strength is still questionable if applied in structure with severe environment 
condition. 
 
2. Concrete jacketing and steel plate jacketing methods 
In Toyama prefecture, two PC structures repaired with concrete jacketing were 
showing different results as reported by Dr. Nomura [1-13]. In structure with high 
residual expansivity, at the repair time, the concrete jacketing method was effective 
enough in suppressing ASR expansion. On the other hand, in structure with residual 
expansivity has been constant, cracks still occurred after repair. In this case, since 
ASR was not trending toward convergence, it was considered that concrete jacketing 
was not that effective in ASR suppression. However, one way to be effectively 
suppressing the ASR using this method is by increasing the margin of reinforcement 
steel diameter. As shown by Fig. 1.6, in addition to the ordinary concrete jacketing, 
steel plate jacketing method is also being used. However, this method is more 
complicated and considered to be more costly compared to the ordinary concrete 
jacketing. 
 
3. PC confined method 
Restoring the structural performance of ASR-affected structure in Japan has also been 
done by PC confined method with prestressing steel wire [1-12] [1-16], as shown by 
Fig. 1.7. PC confined method has been successfully applied on ASR-affected 
reinforced concrete piers (RC piers) of the Toyokawa bridge in the Noto peninsula in 
Ishikawa prefecture Japan. The monitoring data for 2 years also have shown that the 
prestressing force given around the existing RC piers is effectively controlling the 
extension of ASR cracks and the expansion of concrete [1-16]. In 2006, this technique 
was also reported to be effective in controlling cracks development and ASR 
expansion on ASR-affected bridge pier in Toyama prefecture [1-20]. 
 
 
Figure 1.4 Partial reconstruction of bridge   Figure 1.5 Strengthening of column by 
footing with fracture of rebars  CFRP sheet bonding 

















Figure 1.6 Strengthening of column by  Figure 1.7  Strengthening of column by 
  steel plate jacketing PC confined method 
 
1.3.3. The Use of Sodium-silicate Compound Product in Japan 
 
One of the surface treatment products that used in Japan is sodium-silicate type 
compound, Xypex. The products of Xypex are diverse ranging from additive product 
to surface coating product [1-21]. By its crystalline technology, xypex products fill 
the capillaries inside concrete to prevent the penetration of water and other liquids 
from any direction. The reactive chemicals in Xypex products use water as a 
migrating medium to enter and travel down the capillaries of the concrete. This 
process precipitates a chemical reaction between Xypex, moisture and the by-products 
of cement hydration, forming a new non-soluble crystalline structure. This integral 
structure fills the capillary tracts rendering the concrete waterproof. 
 
Xypex products claimed to give waterproofing and protection of concrete bridges 
against water penetration, chloride ion attack, cracking, carbonation, sulphate attack, 
Alkali Silica Reaction and freeze/thaw damage [1-21]. It also gives some experiment 
report that showing an effective use of xypex product against concrete deterioration 
such as ASR, carbonation, radiation, sulphate resistance, etc. In Japan, xypex products 
have been applied for repairing Okachimachi tunnel and Yokohama subway station. 
As for new construction project, the xypex projects are include the construction of 
entire floor area at the lowest level of high temperature gas reactor building in Oarai 
and also J-PARC Synchrotron Tunnel in Tokai, Ibaraki. 
 
1.4. The Use of Mineral Admixtures in Concrete on the Suppression of ASR 
Expansion 
 
A lot of research works have been made to prevent ASR in concrete. Some of these 
research works confirmed the mitigation effect of supplementary cementitious 
materials (SCMs), such as fly ash and blast-furnace slag, for mitigating ASR in 
concrete [1-22] [1-23].  
 
Especially for fly ash, recent studies have found three dominant ASR mitigation 
mechanisms by fly ash, which are alkali binding, limiting mass transport and 
improving tensile strength [1-24]. As for alkali binding, the calcium silicate hydrate 
(CSH) that produced from pozzolanic reaction between fly ash and portland cement 
has a lower Ca/Si ratio than CSH produced by the hydration of portland cement. This 
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the pore solution during the early stage of hydration, thereby reducing the alkalis 
available to react with the aggregates [1-25] [1-26]. Fly ash also has a capacity in 
limiting mass transport of both water and alkalis. When silica from fly ash reacting 
with CH produced by the cement hydration, to form CSH (with a low ratio Ca/Si), 
this reaction can reduce the mass transport properties of concrete [1-27]. This effect 
may be attributable to the reduction of porous and large CH crystals, and the 
formation of additional CSH gel that reduce the permeability of the concrete. Thus, 
the reduced permeability limits the transportation of alkalis inside the pore system and 
therefore mitigates the alkali silica gel that will be formed [1-28]. The use of fly ash in 
concrete also believed to increase the tensile strength at the later ages which can help 
in resisting internal stresses and cracks [1-29]. 
  
In line with that, in Japan, the use of fly ash in cement sector is increasing every year. 
Reported by Japan Coal Energy Center, the amount of coal ash that was effectively 
utilize in cement sector in fiscal 2006 was 7.3 million tons. This is the largest 
proportion which is equivalent to 68.2% of the total effectively used coal ash. The use 
of fly ash in cement sector is as a raw material, admixture and ready mixed. Fig. 1.8 
shows the coal ash utilization by sector in 2006 [1-30]. 
 
As for Hokuriku district, which has three coal-fired power plants in each prefecture, 
the ASR mitigation effect of fly ash certainly becomes a valuable opportunity. In 
January 2011,"The committee for promotion of effective utilization of fly ash to 
concrete in Hokuriku District, chaired by Prof. Torii (Kanazawa University)," has 
been launched. An active work of preparing a manual of fly ash concrete and 



























1.5. Contents of Dissertation 
 
This dissertation consists of six different chapters, which the experimental works will 
mainly discuss about the assessment of fly ash addition and repair material effect on 
the mitigation of alkali silica reaction in concrete. The flow chart of this dissertation 
could be seen on Fig. 1.9. 
 
In Chapter 1, a brief explanation about alkali silica reaction and the deterioration of 
ASR-affected PC bridges in Hokuriku district is given. This part will also show the 
background and the significance of this experiment works. The following parts will 
give an overview of the problems and repair methods that being used in Japan and 
also the use of supplementary cementitious materials for mitigating ASR in concrete. 
 
ASR-affected RC and PC bridges in Hokuriku district were repaired using surface 
treatment method with alkali silicate solutions. However, some of the structures are 
re-damaged again by ASR few years after repair. Thus in this chapter, experiment 
results of alkali silicate solutions, especially lithium silicate an sodium silicate, on the 
mitigation effect of alkali silica reaction is described in Chapter 2. For this purpose, 
two experiments will be carried out, first is diffusivity test in accordance with the 
“Through-diffusion” technique and second is the accelerated mortar bar test according 
to ASTM C1260.  
 
In Hokuriku district, the Nanao-Ohta coal-fired power plant has successfully produced 
high-quality fine fly ash. Research works have reported that ASR expansion can be 
more effectively reduced by finer fly ash. Thus, in Chapter 3, an experimental works 
on ASR mitigation by this type of fly ash is discussed. In the experiments, accelerated 
mortar bar and concrete prism expansion test were conducted in accordance to JIS and 
Danish test method. After the accelerated expansion test, the uranyl acetate 
fluorescence method and the polarizing microscopic observation were also conducted. 
 
Chapter 4 presents experimental work focuses on the effectiveness of fly ash on 
suppressing ASR with low and high alkali content inside the concrete. The purpose of 
this experimental work is to assess the reactivity of andesite aggregate and the effect 
of fly ash to mitigate ASR with different alkali amount inside the pore solution. For 
this reason, accelerated mortar bar test in accordance to JIS A1146 test method were 
carried out and similar analytical techniques as described in the previous chapter were 
employed. 
 
The effect of fly ash on the ASR mitigation in concrete with combination of calcium 
carbonate aggregate and andesite aggregate is presented in Chapter 5. The main 
research work is to investigate the pessimum effect of ASR from several 
combinations of reactive and non-reactive aggregates in concrete mix proportions and 
also to assess the effectiveness of fine fly ash for suppressing the pessimum effect.  
Accelerated concrete prism test in accordance to JIS and Danish test method were 
carried out with also some post-analysis afterwards.   
 
The dissertation will be closed with Chapter 6, which are the main conclusions 
drawn from the presented experimental works. This chapter also adds some research 
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CHAPTER 2 Diffusion Properties of Sodium and Lithium Silicates through 




It is well known that sodium silicate (Na2SiO3) and lithium silicate (Li2SiO3) have 
been used in the concrete industry mainly as cement admixtures or sealants, to reduce 
the porosity and permeability of concrete, thus increasing its overall durability. These 
silicate-based compounds in concrete react with excess calcium hydroxide (CH), a 
by-product of cement hydration. By reducing the amount of available calcium 
hydroxide, they further improve the acid and sulphate resistance of concrete. Calcium 
hydroxide tends to crystallize as hexagonal platelets near the cement paste/aggregate 
interface, resulting in poorly packed and weak areas and has high propensity to 
chemical attack. So, its consumption by sodium silicate and lithium silicate is not only 
beneficial in terms of filling in porosity and cracks with CSH, reducing the 
permeability, increasing the hardness and strength of concrete, but also increasing the 
concrete resistance to acid and other chemical attacks. 
 
In addition to the initial chemical reaction, the calcium silicate hydrate gels will also 
physically absorb the water, preventing it from being transported through the concrete 
[2-1]. The reaction of these silicate-based compounds in concrete can be describe by 
following chemical equations [2-2]: 
Na2SiO3 + yH2O + xCa(OH)2  xCaO-SiO2-yH2O + 2NaOH (1) 
Li2SiO3 + yH2O + xCa(OH)2  xCaO-SiO2-yH2O + 2LiOH (2) 
The exact mechanisms by which the silicates act to improve the performance of 
concretes is unclear [2-2]. McGettigan states that the silicates are effective sealers as 
the result of SiO precipitating in the pores [2-3]. While Higgins report that the 
silicates react with excess calcium present in the near surface district of the concrete 
to form relatively insoluble calcium-silicate hydrates [2-4]. A third theory is that the 
silicates form an expansive gel similar to that formed in alkali silicate reactions that 
fills the pores in the concrete by swelling [2-2]. The second theory is currently the 
most accepted. In this way, theoretically, the pore blockers are products composed by 
silicate, which penetrate the superficial pores of the concrete and react with 
portlandite forming CSH [2-5].  
  
Although sodium silicate and lithium silicate are commonly used, only few research 
works and technical observation conducted regarding these solutions as a surface 
treatment for concrete structure, especially for lithium silicate. Medeiros, et al 
investigate the effectiveness of 25% sodium silicate. The results indicated that the 
surface treatment using sodium silicate reduced the chloride diffusion coefficient and 
the immersion water absorption of the concrete. In addition when compared with 
other groups of treatment (hydrophobic pore liner and surface coatings), the treatment 
with sodium silicate can increase the service life in the same way as silane/siloxane 
pore liner and to an acrylic coating; however, the protection with polyurethane coating 
was more efficient than that with sodium silicate [2-5].  
 
Despite of these advantages of sodium silicate, the report by NZ Transport Agency 
said that in regard to alkali silica reaction (ASR), the silicate-based treatments must 
not be based on sodium or potassium, which these agents may exacerbate ASR [2-1]. 
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There has been a lack of awareness that the formation of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) 
from the reaction between sodium silicate and water inside the concrete may raise the 
alkalinity of the pore solution, which in turn, might lead to alkali silica reaction in 
case there are reactive aggregates available in the concrete.  
 
As for lithium in mitigating ASR, the works by McCoy and Caldwell reported that 
lithium silicate is one of the most effective agents to mitigate ASR expansion in 
mortars besides LiCl, Li2CO3, LiF, LiNO3 and Li2SO4 [2-6]. However, there is an 
economic concern regarding lithium. Due to the global demand for lithium use, 
especially in batteries, lithium prices have been increased sharply since 1999. As in 
japan, in the past only one supplier of lithium-based compounds exists. Thus, this has 
driven the whole concrete industry into the usage of the highly expensive lithium 
nitrite (LiNO2) for both, ASR mitigation and control of reinforcing steel bar corrosion 
[2-7]. In accordance with this concern, the assessment of the effect of sodium silicate 
and lithium silicate to mitigate ASR is needed for most effective and efficient agent 
for construction or rehabilitation of deteriorated concrete structures.   
 
2.2 The Application of Silicate Based Surface Treatment 
 
In Hokuriku district in Japan, the crack injection and surface coating methods were 
being used for repairing damaged concrete due to ASR since 1988. However, cracks 
and blisters on surface coating occurred again within 5 years after repairing [2-8]. In 
addition, as shown in Fig. 2.1, a concrete surge tank of water power station 
subsequently re-damaged by ASR after treated with sodium silicate. A lot of cracks 
filled with ASR gel can be seen on the surface of the structure.  
 
The sodium silicate compound that used for repairing the concrete structure in Japan  
is mainly an industrial products manufactured from the reaction between sodium 
carbonate (Na2CO3) and silicon dioxide (SiO2) heated in a reflection furnace (around 
300 
0
C), as can be describe by following chemical equations: 


















Figure 2.1 Surge tank of water power station treated with sodium silicate and 
subsequently re-damaged by ASR 
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Regarding this matter, the investigations report of the Japan Highway Public 
Corporation in Hokuriku Branch, which is now becoming Central Nippon Expressway 
Company Limited, had reveled interesting facts about the most commonly sodium 
silicate compound (xypex) used in Japan [2-9]. Based on the chemical analysis results, 
this type of sodium silicate has a high content of sodium as can be seen on Table 2.1. 
Moreover, based on the X-ray diffraction analysis, the compounds of sodium 
carbonate (Na2CO3) was also detected in this type of sodium silicate compound (eg, 
Na2Si03 ∙ 5~9 H20). 
 
There is a concern that the remaining sodium carbonate inside the sodium silicate 
could also produce sodium hydroxide when react with water, as shown by this 
chemical equation: 
Na2CO3 + H2O → NaHCO3 + NaOH (4) 
Moreover, due to high temperature, the sodium hydrogen carbonate NaHCO3 could 
gradually decomposes into sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and carbon dioxide (CO2), as 
can be seen on the following equation: 
NaHCO3 → CO2 + NaOH (5) 
Based on the Eq. (1), (4) and (5), sodium hydroxide not only produced by the reaction 
from the sodium silicate itself with water but also can be produced by the reaction of 
water with the possibility of remaining sodium carbonate inside the sodium silicate. 
Thus, the use of this type of penetrating sealer (sodium silicate compound) has a high 
possibility to significantly raise the alkalinity of the pore solution.  
 
In addition, EPMA analysis of sample cores drilled from Shogawa bridge in Toyama 
prefecture is shown in Figs. 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4, respectively. The presence of sodium, 
silica and calcium inside the crack width of approximately 0.5 mm that occurred from 
the surface could not be found. These results are confirming that the surface treatment 
of sodium silicate solution has not been able to fill out the cracks even after 17 years 
of repair. In accordance with that, Dai et al also reported that the penetration depth of 
this silicate based treatment is very low [2-10]. It seems that sodium silicate has no 
water repellent properties as silicate gels are formed after chemical reaction with the 
concrete with the involvement of CO2. Dai et al also found that sodium silicate is not 
water resistance since it was closely related to penetration depth. This add another 
concern of using sodium silicate beside the fact that it may exacerbate ASR. 
 
Table 2.1 Chemical compositions of Na2SiO3 from xypex industries [2-9] 
Bulk 
Ig. Loss Insol. SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO SO3 Na2O K2O TiO2 P2O5 Total 
15.89 30.56 7.43 1.94 1.81 31.51 4.30 1.05 5.02 0.19 0.10 0.04 99.84 
 
Insol.  Another compositions (Bulk) 
 SiO2 SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO Total  Ca(OH)2 CO2 

















Figure 2.2 Mapping imagery of sodium (Na) inside sample core drilled from 
















Figure 2.3 Mapping imagery of silicate (Si) inside sample core drilled from 
















Figure 2.4 Mapping imagery of calcium (Ca) inside sample core drilled from 





The experiments comprised of Through-diffusion tests and mortar bar tests with 
sodium silicate and lithium silicate solutions, followed by a range of post-analysis 
which included Differential Scanning Calorimetry Analysis (DSC), X-ray Diffraction 
Analysis (XRD), ASR-gel formation by Uranyl Acetate Fluorescence Method, and 




2.3.1.1. Diffusion Cell Test 
 
Cement pastes were prepared with Ordinary Portland cement (OPC) from T. 
Corporation, Ltd., with density: 3.16 g/cm
3
 and Blaine specific surface area: 3300 
cm
2
/g, and the water/cement ratio was set at 40%, which the latter is addressed as 
OPC-0.4. The chemical composition of OPC is shown in Table 2.2. Electrolytes 
sources selected were sodium silicate and lithium silicate solutions. In both cases, the 
concentrations were set at 0.25 mol/L and 0.5 mol/L. 
 
2.3.1.2. Mortar Bar Test 
 
Crushed calcined flint produced from industrial raw materials in England was used as 
reactive aggregate, with the grain size ranging from 0.6mm to 2.5mm, and cristobalite 
as the only reactive component. Regarding the chemical method, in accordance to JIS 
A1145-2007, the dissolved silica content (Sc) and the reduction in alkaline 
concentration (Rc) of this aggregate were 1063 mmol/L and 70mmol/L, respectively. 
Crushed limestone sand with 0.15mm to 5.0mm particle size was used as non-reactive 
aggregate. Considering the pessimum mixing ratio to this calcined flint, the mass ratio 
of calcined flint to crushed limestone sand was set at 25%:75% [2-11]. Same Ordinary 
Portland cement from T Corporation, Ltd., was used. The alkali content of the cement 
was 0.42%.  
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2.3.2.1 Dffusion Cell Test 
 
The cement pastes were prepared by mixing 200 gr of OPC and 80 gr of water in 
mechanical mixer for approximately 5 minutes. Then the slurry was cast into PVC 
acrylic rings, with 5mm thickness and 30mm internal diameter, placed on glass plates, 
manually compacted and covered for one day to prevent early dryness and water loss. 
The cement pastes were then allowed to cure in Ca(OH)2 saturated water solution for 
7, 28 and 91 days, under room temperature of 20 C and 60% R.H. The diffusion tests 
were carried out in accordance to “Through Diffusion Technique”. Fig. 2.5 shows a 
hardened cement paste specimen. 
 
The diffusion cells were setup by adding 100ml of electrolyte sources of sodium and 
lithium solutions in the tracer cell (cell on the right side) and 100ml of de-ionized 
water in the measurement cell (cell on the left side) with the cement paste forming the 
partition between the two sides. After 24 hours, first sampling was performed by 
extracting 2ml of de-ionized water in the measurement cell and replaced again with 
the same volume of de-ionized water to keep a constant volume on the measurement 
cell. This procedure was repeated every 2 days afterwards. The ionic concentration 
was measured by a PIA-1000 ion analyzer. The diffusion cells is shown in Fig. 2.6. 
 
2.3.2.2 Mortar Bar Test 
 
In order to assess the effects of sodium silicate and lithium silicate solutions on 
ASR-induced expansion, accelerated mortar bar tests in accordance to modified 
ASTM C1260 method were conducted for specimens immersed in a low (0.5 mol/L) 















       
 























                                   
 
 
Figure 2.6 Diffusion cell unit 
 
 
2.4 Results and Discussions   
 
2.4.1 Diffusion Cell Test 
 
2.4.1.1 Diffusion Starting Time (DST) 
 
Figs. 2.7 and 2.8 show the results of DST for OPC-0.40 samples subjected to 
diffusion tests of sodium (Na
+
) ions from sodium silicate solution and lithium (Li
+
) 
ions from lithium silicate solution, respectively. In overall, DST averaged at 5 days. 
There seems only little variation of Na2SiO3 and Li2SiO3 diffusivity at 7 days and 28 
days cured samples. In the case of 0.25 mol/L Na2SiO3 solution, DST increased from 
3 days in 7 days cured samples to 5 days in 28 days cured specimens, but DST 
averaged 5 days for 0.5 mol/L Na2SiO3. It is also important to note that the 
determination of DST in the latter is fairly a difficult task, because Na
+
 ions are 




 ion, DST increased from 5 days in 7 days cured samples to 9 days in 28 
days cured specimens (0.25 mol/L Li2SiO3) and 3 days in 7 days cured samples to 9 
days in 28 days cured specimens (0.5 mol/L Li2SiO3). In the case of Li2SiO3 solutions, 
DST at 28 days shows a delay compared with others, it might be due to the absorption 
of Li
+
 ions into the cement hydration products. In addition, the diffusion of SiO3
2-
 ions 
did not occur at all, regardless of diffusion solution or curing time, which suggests 

















Figure 2.7 Diffusion starting time (DST) of Na
+






Figure 2.8 Diffusion starting time (DST) of Li
+




2.4.1.2 Diffusion Profiles 
 
Figs. 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11 show the diffusion profiles of Na
+
 ions from Na2SiO3 solution 
in 7, 28 and 91 days aged OPC samples, respectively. The graph shows smooth plots 
which is suggesting that after the diffusion was established only little disruption or 
absorption of Na
+
 ions occurred. Disruption only occurred for 0.5 mol/L profiles. The 
plot for 0.5 mol/L profiles at 7 days curing time suddenly increased sharply at 29 days. 
However it became stable again afterwards. As for plot for 0.5 mol/L profiles at 28 
days curing time only increased slightly at 23 days, but became stable again overtime. 
The plot for 0.5 mol/L profiles at 91 days curing time also shows minor discrepancy 
at 23 days, but became stable again overtime. Overall, the diffusion gradients of 





















Figure 2.9 Diffusion profile of Na
+
 ions from Na2SiO3 solution 






































Figure 2.10 Diffusion profile of Na
+
 ions from Na2SiO3 solution 






















Figure 2.11 Diffusion profile of Na
+
 ions from Na2SiO3 solution 









In the case of Li2SiO3 solution, the diffusion gradients were steep and directly 
proportional to concentration at 7 days curing time, but this difference between the 
0.25 mol/L and 0.5 mol/L profiles at 28 and 91 days became less evident. Li2SiO3 
solution has revealed a smaller diffusivity than Na2SiO3 solution and a directly 
proportional relationship between diffusion gradients and the solution concentration. 
In terms of magnitude order, the accumulated concentration was 10 times smaller than 
Na2SiO3 solution and reached almost 10 mmol/L in the experimental term. Figs. 2.12, 
2.13 and 2.14 show the diffusion profiles of Li
+
 ions from Li2SiO3 solution in 7, 28 



















Figure 2.12 Diffusion profile of Li
+
 ions from Li2SiO3 solution 




















Figure 2.13 Diffusion profile of Li
+
 ions from Li2SiO3 solution 






















Figure 2.14 Diffusion profile of Li
+
 ions from Li2SiO3 solution 
(curing time: 91 days) 
 
 
2.4.1.3 Diffusion Coefficients (De) 
 
The effective diffusion coefficients (De) of sodium (Na
+
) ions from Na2SiO3 solution 
and lithium (Li
+
) ions from Li2SiO3 solution in 7, 28 and 91 days cured OPC-0.40 
specimens, calculated by Fick‟s 1st Law are shown in Fig. 2.15. In general, the 
diffusion coefficients of Na
+
 ions were 10 times higher compared with Li
+
 ions and a 
slight reduction with curing time was observed in both cases, which suggest that 
Li2SiO3 solution is better absorbed into the hydration products than Na2SiO3 solution. 
As reported by Bhatty and Greening and Stade, CSH has greater affinity for lithium 
over other alkali ions such as sodium and potassium [2-12][2-13]. In addition, this 
finding was also in accordance with the experiments results by Goto, et al which 
found out that the De of sodium ions is higher compared to lithium ions [2-14]. In 
terms of solution concentration, the differences of diffusion coefficients were not 
expressive. 
 
The De of Na2SiO3 and Li2SiO3 solutions show the similar diffusion behavior. The 
coefficients of both compounds were decreasing over time. However, De of 0.25 
mol/L Li2SiO3 was decreasing from 7 days curing time to 28 days curing time, but 
increased again over time. It might be due to the fact that the formation of calcium 
silicate have stabled after 28 days curing time. In addition, the result shows that a 
higher concentration tends to be better absorbed compared with lower ones. 
 
Furthermore, Fig. 2.16 shows the comparison of De of lithium (Li
+
) ions from Li2SiO3 
with those from LiNO3, LiNO2 and LiOH solutions. It is noted that the De of Li
+
 ions 
from Li2SiO3 solution was considerably lower than those from LiNO3, LiNO2 and 
LiOH solutions. This result could be indicative that Li2SiO3 solution reacts well and is 























































Figure 2.16 Comparison of diffusion coefficients (De) of lithium (Li+) ions from 
Li2SiO3 with those from LiNO2, LiNO3 and LiOH solutions 
28 
 
2.4.1.4 Differential Scanning Calorimetry Analysis (DSC) 
 
Differential Scanning Calorimetry Analysis (DSC) was carried out upon diffusion cell 
test completion, with a Rigaku Thermo-plus DSC 8270 equipment. The temperature 
range was from 20ºC to 1000ºC, with a heating rate of 10ºC/min. The specimens were 
previously finely ground (<150μm) and vacuum dried for a minimum 24 hour period 
and each sample weight was set at 42 mg.  
 
DSC curves of OPC-0.4 specimens subjected to Na2SiO3 and Li2SiO3 diffusion tests at 
7, 28 and 91 days are shown in Figs. 2.17, 2.18 and 2.19, respectively. The formation 
of ettringite (Ett) was confirmed by a peak between 100 and 130°C in all specimens. 
Due to the reaction between silicate ions (SiO3
2-
) from the diffusion solutions and 
calcium ions (Ca
2+
) from CH, consistent calcium silicate hydrates (CSH) peaks were 
observed in all specimens around 160°C to 170°C. Residual calcium hydroxide was 
confirmed by sharp peaks in the vicinity of 480°C. Between 680ºC and 740ºC, flat 
exothermic peaks were observed in all specimens. These peaks are a result of 
decarbonation of CaCO3, which is formed due to material exposure to air and 
probable contamination of CH with CO2 during the analysis. 
 
Regarding the residual CH amount, lithium silicate specimen show higher residual 
calcium hydroxide compared to sodium silicate specimen. This could be an indication 
that the exchange ratio of Ca
2+
 in the calcium silicate hydrates by Li
+
 ions from the 
diffusing solution increased with increasing solution concentration and led to the 
formation of lithium-calcium-silicate-hydrates with the lower Ca/Si ratio and higher 






















Figure 2.17 DSC curves of OPC-0.4 specimens subjected to Na2SiO3 and Li2SiO3 



























Figure 2.18 DSC curves of OPC-0.4 specimens subjected to Na2SiO3 and Li2SiO3 
























Figure 2.19 DSC curves of OPC-0.4 specimens subjected to Na2SiO3 and Li2SiO3 




2.4.1.5 X-ray Diffraction Analysis (XRD) 
 
Powder X-ray diffraction analysis was conducted to investigate the formation of 
hydration products. The diffraction patterns were recorded by a XD-D1 diffractometer 
(Shimadzu). CuK radiation was used at a voltage of 40 kV and a current of 20 mA. 
The measurements were carried out in a 2 range of 5º – 40º, with a scan speed of 2 
degrees per second.  
 
XRD patterns of OPC-0.4 specimens subjected to Na2SiO3 and Li2SiO3 diffusion tests 
at 7, 28 and 91 days are shown in Figs. 2.20, 2.21 and 2.22, respectively. Ettringite 
peaks (Ett) were observed at 8.8º, 15.6º and 23º in all specimens. Residual calcium 
hydroxide (CH) was confirmed by sharp peaks at 18º and 34º. Consistent calcium 
silicate hydrates (CSH) peaks were observed in all specimens at 29.4º. Small calcium 
carbonate peaks were observed around 38º, as result of sample exposure to CO2 
during the analysis. Overall, the results obtained from XRD analysis are confirming 
























Figure 2.20 XRD patterns of OPC-0.4 specimens subjected to Na2SiO3 and Li2SiO3 


































Figure 2.21 XRD patterns of OPC-0.4 specimens subjected to Na2SiO3 and Li2SiO3 
























Figure 2.22 XRD patterns of OPC-0.4 specimens subjected to Na2SiO3 and Li2SiO3 




2.4.2 Mortar Bar Test 
 
2.4.2.1 Expansion ratio of mortar bars immersed in Na2SiO3 and Li2SiO3 solutions 
 
Sodium silicate (Na2SiO3) and lithium silicate (Li2SiO3) solutions with low (0.5 
mol/L) and high (2.5 mol/L) concentrations were used in the experiments. The 
expansion ratio of mortar bars immersed in these solutions is shown in Fig. 2.23. It 
was observed that, regardless of Li2SiO3 concentration, the specimens did not expand 
at all, which suggests no ASR occurrence.  
 
In the case of Na2SiO3 solution a very interesting phenomenon occurred. Specimens 
immersed in 0.5 mol/L solution revealed an early expansion that reached 0.1% at 7 
days, exceeded 0.2% at 14 days and surpassed 0.4% after 28 days period. This 
expansion behavior resembles that observed in mortar bars immersed in 1 mol/L 
NaOH solution. Unlike the 0.5 mol/L Na2SiO3 solution, which at 80ºC is in the liquid 
state, 2.5 mol/L Na2SiO3 solution revealed a very high viscosity and remained in 
paste-like state up to 14 days. An early low expansion was observed up to 7 days, but 
this expansion subsequently vanished and the specimens actually retracted for the 
remainder of the experimental term. One explanation is that, at the early stages, the 
ability of this high-concentrated water-glass solution to penetrate the specimens is 
compromised, if we compare the expansion ratios between mortar bars immersed in 
low (0.5 mol/L) and high (2.5 mol/L) Na2SiO3 solutions at 7 days.  
 
Another explanation is that in the presence of highly reactive flint aggregates the rise 
of alkalinity in the pore solution derived from the hydrolysis reaction between 
Na2SiO3 and water to produce NaOH, which lead to an increase of OH
-
 in the solution, 
triggers the occurrence of alkali silica reaction, as confirmed by the early expansion of 
specimens immersed in 2.5 mol/L Na2SiO3 solution. This reaction takes precedence, 
but as the steady supply of highly concentrated Na2SiO3 from the external source 
continues, the reaction between Na2SiO3 and Ca(OH)2 takes place and surpasses the 
pace of alkali silica reaction. The overwhelming amount of CSH gel produced engulfs 
and surrounds the ASR-gel previous produced, and the ASR-induced expansion is 
suppressed.  
 
This phenomenon is different in nature to that observed in the presence of lithium 
compounds, because the highly reactive lithium prevents ASR occurrence in the first 
place, by reacting with CH and exchanging Ca
2+
 ions from CSH gels, thus covering 
the reactive particles with highly stable and durable layers of 
lithium-calcium-silicate-hydrates and halting any further steps towards alkali silica 
reaction. In the case of specimens immersed in 2.5 mol/L Na2SiO3 solution, there is 
no doubt that ASR occurs, before CSH gel production halts the reaction process, as it 
will be confirmed ahead from the EPMA results.  
 
Furthermore, as described on section 2.2, surge tank of water power station 
re-damaged again due to ASR after treated with sodium silicate, which this compound 
is manufactured from the reaction between sodium carbonate (Na2CO3) and silicon 
dioxide (SiO2). There is an awareness that the remaining Na2CO3 inside the Na2SiO3 
could also produce NaOH when react with water. For this reason, accelerated mortar 
bar tests were also conducted for mortar bars immersed in Na2CO3 solution.  
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Fig. 2.24 shows the comparison of expansion test result of Na2SiO3 and Na2CO3 
solution. Surprisingly, the result is in contrary with Na2SiO3 solution. It is showed that 
the reaction between Na2CO3 solution with excess calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2) and 
water in cement paste didn‟t significantly raise the alkalinity of the pore solution, thus 
ASR expansion did not occurred. However, the higher concentration of Na2CO3 will 
produce more NaOH that can significantly raise the alkalinity of the pore solution. In 
addition, the higher concentration of Na2CO3 will also reduce the strength of 
specimens and increased total porosity which will make the ASR process become 
easier to be occurred. The excess of CO3
2-
 ions retards the Ca(OH)2 development and 
enables an intensive rise and growth of CaCO3 crystals in hydrated cement that can 
cause loss in binding capability due to preferential CaCO3 formation at the early stage 



















Figure 2.23 Expansion ratio of mortar bars immersed in 0.5 mol/L and 2.5 mol/L 

















Figure 2.24 Expansion ratio of mortar bars immersed in 0.5 mol/L and 2.5 mol/L 
Na2SiO3 and Na2CO3 solutions 
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2.4.2.2 Differential Scanning Calorimetry Analysis (DSC) 
 
DSC curves of mortar bars immersed in low (0.5 mol/L) and high (2.5 mol/L) 
Na2SiO3 and Li2SiO3 solutions are shown in Figs. 2.25 and 2.26, respectively. An 
exothermic peak is observed before 100°C which refers to the release of water. 
Around 450°C, a CH peak was observed and at about 800°C decarbonation of quartz, 
which is present in the limestone aggregates, was observed. The DSC analysis of 
mortar bars immersed in 2.5 mol/L Na2SiO3 solution was divided in two parts. In the 
ASR gel observation, the “outer” section refers to the dark area, while the “inner” 
section refers to the green part inside the mortar bar. The residual CH peak area in the 
“outer” curve was similar to that observed in the specimens immersed in 0.5 mol/L 
Na2SiO3 solution, and both were lower than the one in the “inner” curve. This could 
be indicative that ASR occurred to a greater extent in the former than in the latter. 
 
In the case of Li2SiO3 solution, the residual amount of CH tended to higher and 
directly proportional to solution concentration. This may evidence that lithium ions 
(Li
+
) exchanged calcium ions (Ca
2+
) from the CSH gels and the released calcium ions 
precipitated into calcium hydroxide (CH), thus leading to more residual CH in the 






Figure 2.25 DSC curves subjected to mortar bars immersed in 0.5 mol/L and      











Figure 2.26 DSC curves subjected to mortar bars immersed in 0.5 mol/L and      
2.5 mol/L Li2SiO3 solutions (immersion time: 28 days) 
 
 
2.4.2.3 X-ray Diffraction Analysis (XRD) 
 
XRD patterns of mortar bars immersed in low (0.5 mol/L) and high (2.5 mol/L) 
Na2SiO3 and Li2SiO3 solutions are shown in Figs. 2.27 and 2.28, respectively. In both 
cases, due to thermal curing in the solutions at 80°C for 28 days, ettringite peaks (Ett) 
were not detected. Sharp exothermic peaks believed to be cristobalite (Cr) were 
observed at 22°. This reactive mineral is the main component of calcined flint, a 
fragile and easily crushable rock that was used as reactive aggregate in the mortar bar 
tests, and may have ended mixed up with the portions of cement pastes selected for 
the XRD analysis. The residual amount of CH was expressed by sharp exothermic 
peaks at 18° and 34°. Consistent calcium silicate hydrates (CSH) peaks were observed 








































Figure 2.27  XRD patterns subjected to mortar bars immersed in 0.5 mol/L and 2.5 
























Figure 2.28  XRD patterns subjected to mortar bars immersed in 0.5 mol/L and 2.5 





2.4.2.4 ASR gel formation in mortar bars immersed in Na2SiO3 and Li2SiO3 
solutions 
 
ASR gel formation in mortar bars immersed in low (0.5 mol/L) and high (2.5 mol/L) 
Na2SiO3 and Li2SiO3 solutions observed by uranyl acetate fluorescence method is 
shown in Fig. 2.29. Regardless of Li2SiO3 concentration, ASR gel was not detected at 
all, suggesting again, no ASR occurrence in these specimens. One of the interesting 
properties of lithium ions (Li
+
) is that they tend to be incorporated into the cement 
hydrates to much greater extent than sodium (Na
+
) and potassium (K
+
) [2-17]. This is 
one fundamental reason why lithium is effective in ASR prevention.  
 
Moreover, in the case of specimens immersed in 0.5 mol/L Na2SiO3 solution, the 
whole cross-section is covered by dense spots of ASR-gel. Due to the lower Na2SiO3 
solution, the amount of CSH gel is not enough to halt the ASR process. In addition, 
for specimens immersed in 2.5 mol/L Na2SiO3, ASR gel only observed in the 
inner-sections of the specimen. The huge amount of CSH gel produced has sunk the 
ASR-gel, but in the inner-section, where the highly concentrated solution has not 





























Figure 2.29 Observation of ASR gel formation in mortar bars immersed in Na2SiO3 
and Li2SiO3 solutions by uranyl acetate fluorescence method 




























2.4.2.5 Electron probe micro-analysis of mortar bars immersed in Na2SiO3 
solution 
 
In order to further understand the occurrence of ASR in specimens immersed in 
sodium silicate (Na2SiO3) solution, electron probe microscope analysis (EPMA) of 
thin sections was conducted for both, 0.5 mol/L and 2.5 mol/L samples. The mapping 
imagery of silica (Si) and sodium (Na) in the cross-section of mortar bars immersed in 
0.5 mol/L and 2.5 mol/L Na2SiO3 solutions is shown in Fig. 2.30. EPMA results 
confirmed that ASR indeed occurred in these specimens, but was later suppressed in 
the outer-section of mortar bars immersed in 2.5 mol/L Na2SiO3 solutions. In the case 
of 0.5 mol/L solution, although ASR gel was observed covering the entire section, the 
amount of Na is quite low.  
 
As for mortar bars immersed in 2.5 mol/L solution, the amount of Na is quite low in 
the inner-section of mortar bars and is similar to the one observed in mortar bars 
immersed in 0.5 mol/L solution. However, the reflections of Na in the outer-section 
were far higher, which combined with the low silica (Si) content in this part, suggests 
that ASR already occurred, although ASR-gel could not be detected by uranyl acetate 
fluorescence method. High silica content in the inner-section of specimens immersed 
in 2.5 mol/L solution is indicative of un-reacted flint particles. 
 
   
              
   
 
Figure 2.30 Mapping imagery of sodium (Na) and silica (Si) in mortar bars immersed 
in 0.5 mol/L and 2.5 mol/L Na2SiO3 solutions obtained by EPMA 
analysis (observed area: 25mm x 25mm) 
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Research works on diffusion properties of sodium and lithium silicates through 
cement pastes and its mitigating effect on alkali silica reaction have been conducted. 
The main concluding remarks obtained from series of tests are summarized as 
follows: 
(1) The diffusion starting time (DST) of Na2SiO3 and Li2SiO3 was fast around            
5 days. However, in term of diffusion coefficients, Na
+
 ions were 10 times more 
than Li
+
 ions. This result could be indicative that lithium silicate reacts well and is 
better absorbed into the hydration products than sodium silicate. 
(2) The diffusion of SiO3
2-
 ions did not occur at all, regardless of diffusion solution or 
curing time, which suggests that it reacts completely with calcium hydroxide. 
(3) In regard to residual CH amount observed from DSC and XRD results show that 
Li2SiO3 samples are higher and directly proportional to solution concentration 





) from the CSH gels and the released calcium ions precipitated 
into calcium hydroxide (CH), lead to more residual CH in the cement pastes. 
(4) Regardless of Li2SiO3 concentration, the mortar bar expansion tests show that the 
specimens did not expand at all, this suggests no ASR occurrence. Thus, it can be 
recommended for the mitigation of ASR-induced expansion in deteriorated 
concrete structures. 
(5) Although Na2SiO3 compounds possess ASR-suppression properties like Li2SiO3 
compounds investigated, it might not be recommendable for external supply 
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CHAPTER 3 The Effectiveness of High-Quality Fine Fly Ash on Suppression of 




Alkali silica reaction (ASR) problems become a major focus of attention, both in 
terms of public awareness (the so-called „concrete cancer‟ scare in the UK in the 
1980s) and research effort and expenditure, in various parts of the world from the 
1970s onwards [3-1]. As in Japan, large numbers of ASR-affected RC and PC bridges 
produced in the construction site or in the concrete factory have been discovered all 
over nation by the recent survey of the JCI committee on ASR Mitigation of concrete 
[3-2]. As for in the Hokuriku district, lots of serious ASR problems with a rupture of 
the reinforcing bar were found out especially on the Noto expressway and the national 
highway Route 249 due to the used of reactive crushed andesite stone throughout the 
Noto Peninsula.  
 
Recently, it has been found out that the andesite and rhyolite stone particles contained 
in the river sand and/or gravel in the Hokuriku district show a high reactivity for ASR. 
The reactive sand and/or gravel could be found in the Joganji river in the Toyama 
Prefecture, in the Tedori river in the Ishikawa Prefecture, and in aggregate production 
from the basin of the river on top of the Kuzuryu river in the Fukui Prefecture. These 
finding requires a serious attention because the Hokuriku district has a lot of local 
companies producing PC girders and PCa products using these aggregates. 
 
In terms of preventive measure for ASR in Japan, the specification of JIS A5308 for 
the ready-mixed concrete is required to be implemented. In addition, the production of 
PC girders and PCa products are using a high-strength concrete around 50N/mm2. 
However, problems like cracking due to ASR have occurred on PC girders and PCa 
Products produced in the concrete factory. In these cases of ASR, cracking due to 
ASR also occurred even by limiting the total alkali content of less than 3.0 kg/m3 
according to JIS A5308. Thus, a new effective countermeasure against ASR has 
become necessary in this district. 
 
A lot of research works have been made to prevent ASR in concrete. Some of these 
research works confirmed the mitigation effect of supplementary cementitious 
materials (SCMs), such as fly ash and blast-furnace slag, for mitigating ASR in 
concrete [3-3] [3-4] [3-5][3-6]. In the Hokuriku district, which has three coal-fired 
power plants in each prefecture, this is certainly become a valuable opportunity to 
overcome ASR problems that occurred. In January 2011,"The committee for 
promotion of effective utilization of fly ash to concrete in Hokuriku District, chaired 
by Prof. Torii (Kanazawa University)," has launched. An active work of preparing a 
manual of fly ash concrete and stabilizing the supply of high-quality fine fly ash has 









In order to confirm the effectiveness of high-quality fine fly ash to control the 
expansion of concrete due to ASR in PC girders and/or PCa products, the accelerated 
mortar bars and concrete prisms tests according to JIS and Danish method were 
comparatively conducted. After the accelerated expansion test, the uranyl acetate 
fluorescence method and the polarizing microscopic observation were also conducted.  
 
3.2 ASR Countermeasures using High-Quality Fine Fly Ash 
 
Recent studies have found three dominant ASR mitigation mechanisms by fly ash, 
which are alkali binding, limiting mass transport and improving tensile strength [3-8]. 
As for alkali binding, the calcium silicate hydrate (CSH) that produced from 
pozzolanic reaction between fly ash and portland cement has a lower Ca/Si ratio than 
CSH produced by the hydration of portland cement. This CSH with a low Ca/Si ratio 




) from the pore solution during the 
early stage of hydration, thereby reducing the alkalis available to react with the 
aggregates [3-6][3-9]. Fly ash also have a capacity in limiting mass transport of both 
water and alkalis. When silica from fly ash reacting with CH produced by the cement 
hydration, to form CSH (with a low ratio Ca/Si), this reaction can reduce the mass 
transport properties of concrete [3-10]. This effect may be attributable to the reduction 
of porous and large CH crystals, and the formation of additional CSH gel that reduce 
the permeability of the concrete. Thus, the reduced permeability limits the 
transportation of alkalis inside the pore system and therefore mitigates the alkali silica 
gel that will be formed [3-11]. The use of fly ash in concrete also believed to increase 
the tensile strength at the later ages which can help in resisting internal stresses and 
cracks [3-12]. 
 
Other research works have reported that ASR expansion can be more effectively 
reduced by finer fly ash with an amorphous silica glass. One of it is the finding of a 
good correlation between the fineness of fly ash with ASR mitigation [3-13][3-14]. 
The effectiveness of ultra-fine fly ash (UFFA), with particle sizes around 3μm, in 
ASR mitigation have also been confirmed [3-15]. In addition, the fineness of fly ash is 
considered to be important in determining its pozzolanic reactivity and in improving 
the strength characteristics of mortars and concretes [3-9]. However, a higher CaO 
content in fly ash is not effective and in some cases can be deleterious in ASR 
mitigation effect[3-4].  
 
In accordance to these findings, the Nanao-Ohta coal-fired power plant in the 
Hokuriku district successfully produce a high-quality fine fly ash, which is a fly ash 
with the uniform spherical particle less than 10μm (average particle size: 7.6μm) and 
very low CaO content, around 30.000 tons per year. Its production techniques are 
composed of two processes: one is the selection of a good-quality fly ash from 
burning only the Australian bituminous coal, and the other process is the separation of 
ultra-fine particles of less than 10μm by a centrifugal machine. As shown in Figs 3.1 
and 3.2, the production obtained from this process gives a satisfactory physical and 
chemical properties of fly ash which can comply with the standard of the highest class 
I classified by JIS A6201 [3-16][3-17][3-18]. Thus, with its fine particle size and huge 
supply, this fly ash is expected to be effective in the countermeasure for ASR 



























Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of centrifugal machine in production of classified fine 





















Figure 3.2 Production process of classified fly ash in Nanao-Ohta coal-fired power 
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3.3.1 Materials and Mix Proportions of Mortar Bars and Concrete Prisms 
 
Ordinary portland cement (OPC), from T Co, Ltd., (density: 3.16 g/cm
3
, Blaine 
specific surface area: 3300 cm
2
/g, alkali content 0.52% Na2O equivalent) and early 
strength portland cement (HOPC), from T Co. Ltd (density: 3.14g/cm
3
, Blaine 
specific surface area: 4300cm
2
/g, alkali content 0.50% Na2O equivalent) were used. 
High-quality fine fly ash (FA) from Nanao-Ohta coal-fired power plant product, 
I-type fly ash classified by JIS A6201, was used as a mineral admixture with density: 
2.44g/cm
3
, Blaine specific surface area: 4780cm
2
/g, and Ig.loss: 2.0%. The crushed 
andesite stone produced in Hokkaido was selected as the reactive andesite. The alkali 
silica reactivity of this stone was assessed by chemical test according to JIS A1145 
(Sc: 688mmol/l, Rc: 78mmol/l, Sc/Rc= 8.8) and mortar bar test according to JIS 
A1146, both assessed as ”deleterious”. The alkali silica reactivity of this andesite 
stone is higher compared to Hokuriku andesite which has Sc: 529mmol/l and Rc: 
119mmol/l assessed according to JIS A1145 and assessed as “innocuous” according to 
JIS A1146 mortar bar test method. The reactive components of Hokkaido andesite 
stone were cristobalite, tridymite and little glass phases. The chemical compositions 
of FA and crushed aggregates are shown in Table 3.1. The comparison of physical 
and chemical properties of classified and original fly ash is given in Table 3.2.  
 
 
Table 3.1 Chemical compositions of FA and crushed andesite (%) 
Mat. SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO TiO2 MnO SO3 Na2O K2O Total 
FA 53.6 28.9 6.7 3.2 0.8 1.4 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.7 96.2 
Crushed 
Andesite 
61.6 20.3 6.0 5.0 1.0 0.6 0.1 0.2 2.5 2.4 99.7 
 
 
Table 3.2 Comparison in physical and chemical properties of original and classified 
fine fly ash 
 Original fly ash Classified fly ash 
Average particle size(μm) 20.9 7.6 
Quartz (%)* 5.6 5.0 
Mullite (%) 26.7 20.6 
Magnetite  (%) 2.0 1.0 
Lime (%) 0.8 0.2 
Silica glass (%) 65.1 73.2 
Pozzolanic activity at 28days (%)** 83 91 
Pozzolanic activity at 91days (%) 95 104 
*  X-ray diffraction analysis according to rietveld method 
**  Mortar bar according to JIS A6201 
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Fig. 3.3 shows the particle shape of classified and original fly ash [3-16][3-17][3-18]. 
Moreover, Fig. 3.4 shows the X-Ray diffraction pattern and the polished thin section 
image of the referred andesite stone. 
 
In this experiment, two types of specimens were prepared which are mortar bar and 
concrete prism. The water to binder ratio of the mortar bars was set at 35%, which is 
using HOPC. Moreover, the water to binder ratio of the concrete prisms was set at 
38% (HOPC, PC type) and 50% (OPC, RC type). As for specimens using mineral 
admixture, the replacement ratio of high-quality fine fly ash were set at 10% and 20% 
by mass (FA10% and FA20%). The dimension of mortar bar specimens is 40 × 40 × 
160mm and for concrete prism specimens is 75 × 75 × 400mm. The mixture 
proportions of the specimens used in this study are listed in Table 3.3 and 3.4.   
 
 
Figure 3.3 The particle shape of (A) original fly ash and (B) classified fine fly ash 




Figure 4 (A) The X-ray diffraction pattern and (B) the polished thin section image of 






















Unit amount for 3 specimens（gr） 








84.2  3.9  600 0 1350 
MHFA10% 94.7  3.6  510 90 1350 
MHFA20% 105.2  3.2  480 120 1350 
 


















COPC 10±2 2±1 50 46.4 160 320 0 875 1013 
COFA10% 10±2 2±1 50 46.4 160 288 32 870 1007 
COFA20% 10±2 2±1 50 46.4 160 256 64 865 1005 
CHOPC 10±2 2±1 38 44 150 395 0 812 1036 
CHFA10% 10±2 2±1 38 44 150 355 39 807  1034 
CHFA20% 10±2 2±1 38 44 150 316 79 802  1026 
 
Name of each specimens are described as follows: 
1. MHOPC : Referred as mortar bar specimen using early strength portland 
cement   
2. MHFA10% : Referred as mortar bar specimen using early strength portland 
cement and 10% replacement ratio of high-quality fine fly ash 
3. MHFA20% : Referred as mortar bar specimen using early strength portland 
cement and 20% replacement ratio of high-quality fine fly ash 
4. COPC : Referred as concrete prism specimen using ordinary portland cement   
5. COFA10% : Referred as concrete prism specimen using ordinary portland cement 
and 10% replacement ratio of high-quality fine fly ash 
6. COFA20% : Referred as concrete prism specimen using ordinary portland cement 
and 20% replacement ratio of high-quality fine fly ash 
7. CHOPC : Referred as concrete prism specimen using early strength portland 
cement   
8. CHFA10% : Referred as concrete prism specimen using early strength portland 
cement and 10% replacement ratio of high-quality fine fly ash 
9. CHFA20% : Referred as concrete prism specimen using early strength portland 
cement and 20% replacement ratio of high-quality fine fly ash 
 
 
3.3.2 Test Methods 
 
3.3.2.1 Accelerated expansion test 
 
The accelerated expansion tests were conducted for mortar bar and concrete prism 
specimens. For mortar bar specimens, the experiments were conducted in two 
different accelerated mortar bar tests which are according to JIS method (JIS A1146) 
and Danish method. In JIS method, because the cement and fly ash are containing 
different forms of alkali and different effect on the ASR, thus the addition of 1N 
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sodium hydroxide solution was given to adjust the mortar bar specimens with 
equivalent amounts of 1.2% Na2Oeq [3-19]. The specimens were cured in fog 
chamber at 40ºC, and more than 95% of relative humidity. Length change was 
measured at 20ºC. The expansion ratio over 0.05% for 3 months or over 0.1% for 6 
months indicates “deleterious”.  
 
On the other hand, in Danish method, the amount of alkali inside the specimen did not 
adjusted. The source of alkali was supplied from the outside by immersing the 
specimens in saturated sodium chloride solution at temperature of 50ºC. Same as JIS 
method, length change was measured at 20ºC. The expansion ratio under 0.1% for 3 
months indicates “innocuous”, between 0.1% and 0.4% “both innocuous and 
deleterious coexist” and over 0.4% considered as “deleterious”. 
 
As for concrete prism specimens, the experiments were also conducted with the same 
treatment as mortar bar specimens. The alkali source was given in two ways in order 
to promote the ASR. First, in the JIS method (JCI AAR-3 test method), the alkali 
source was supplied from inside the concrete by adding sodium chloride into the mix 
proportion to make the alkali amount to be 10 kg/m
3
. Second, in the Danish method, 
the alkali source was supplied from the outside by immersing the concrete prisms in 
saturated sodium chloride solution at temperature of 50ºC. Length change was 
measured at 20ºC for both accelerated concrete prisms test. In addition, to gain high 
early age strength, the accelerated curing was conducted to specimens using early 
strength portland cement (HOPC). Fig. 3.5 shows the steam curing method that being 
used. 
 
The expansion measurement starts after the concrete specimens become 1 week old 
and continued to measure until six months. In addition, the dynamic modulus of 
elasticity test for concrete prism specimens also carried out. This measurement was 
conducted to study the deterioration process of concrete due to ASR expansion.  
 
3.3.2.2 ASR gel observation 
 
After Danish test method has been conducted, ASR gel observation by newly 
developed uranyl acetate fluorescence method, with low concentrations of standard 
uranyl nitrate solution (commercially available), was carried out. Using UV light 
radiation, the amount and distribution area of ASR gel can be observed. The ASR gel 
shows a greenish-yellow coloration area on the cutting surface of the specimens. 
 
3.3.2.3 Polarizing microscope observation 
 
After the completion of accelerated expansion tests, polished thin section samples 
with 20μm thickness were prepared from all samples. The samples were observed to 
determine ASR gel and cracking by polarizing light microscopy. Classification of 
ASR deterioration using thin section was according to Table 3.5 with the reference by 









Figure 3.5 Concrete prism steam curing method for specimens using early strength 
portland cement (HOPC)   . 
 
Table 3.5 Assessment of petrographic classification of ASR severity of each stage 
Stages The Progress and Severity of ASR 
I The formation of reaction rims and exudation of ASR sol/gel around the 
reacted aggregate 
II The formation of ASR gel-filled cracks within reacted aggregate 
III The propagation of ASR gel-filled cracks (max < 25µm) from the reacted 
aggregate into surrounding cement paste 
IV The formation of ASR gel-filled cracks (max 25-50µm) network and the 
migration of ASR gel into air voids 
V The formation of ASR gel-filled cracks (>50µm) network and the 




3.4.1 Expansion Ratio of Mortar Bars and Concrete Prisms 
 
3.4.1.1 Expansion ratio of mortar bars 
 
The result of expansion behavior of mortar bars from JIS A1146 and Danish test 
method can be seen in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7. The results obtained from various mortar bar 
test can be summarized in Table 3.6. Large expansion occurred on MHOPC and 
MHFA10% specimens after 6 months in JIS test method, which can be categorized as 
“deleterious”. However, MHFA20% specimens only expand about 0.05% in JIS 
A1146 test method, which can be categorized as “innocuous”.  
 
On the other hand, in the Danish test method, the expansion of mortars is gradually 
increased compared with JIS method. It is assumed that immediately after cracks 
occur on the surface of the mortar, the alkali penetrates into the inside through the 
cracks and formed expansive ASR gel. In this case, the effect of reducing the amount 
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of expansion due to low water to binder ratio appears to be almost lost. The expansion 
result for MHOPC and MHFA10% specimens are over 0.4% after 3 months. Thus, it 
can be classified as “deleterious”. However, MHFA20% specimen can be assessed to 
be effective in suppressing the occurrence of ASR compared with MHOPC and 
MHFA10% specimens. After 3 months, the expansion percentage is only 0.15% that 
can be classified as “both innocuous and deleterious coexist”.  
 
Furthermore, In JIS and the Danish method, types and their supply state of the alkali 
during the test are quite different. These tests are to examine ASR in an extreme 
severe environmental condition. For this reason, JIS and the Danish method, the 
amount of expansion will increase until the final expansion. However, the evaluation 
in the early stage is possible to be judged. It was found out that the application of 
Danish method was possible to determine the inhibitory effect of fly ash on ASR 




































Figure 3.7 Expansion ratio of mortar bar specimens from Danish test method 
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Table 3.6 Comparison of assessment of results by both mortar bar tests 
Test Method 
Specimens 
MHOPC MHFA 10% MHFA 20% 
JIS A1146 Deleterious Deleterious Innocuous 
Danish Method Deleterious Deleterious Unclear 
 
 
3.4.1.2 Expansion ratio of concrete prisms 
 
Figs. 3.8 and 3.9 show the expansion ratio of concrete in accelerated expansion test 
according to JCI AAR-3 and Danish method. From the test results, the concrete 
expansion behavior due to alkali supply (from inside or outside) and the effect of 
concrete‟s water to binder ratio (difference on denseness) in the movement of alkali 
are shown. The results obtained from various concrete prism tests can be summarized 
in Table 3.7. Overall, the expansion results obtain from concrete prism specimens are 
similar compared to those from mortar bar specimens in JIS A1146 test method. 
 
In JCI AAR-3 test method, the expansion in CHOPC and COPC were larger 
compared with specimens using high-quality fine fly ash. However, the expansion 
start earlier in CHOPC specimen, which contains more alkali due to the low water to 
binder ratio, compared with COPC. The expansion ratio after 6 months for CHOPC is 
0.25% while for COPC is 0.28% that can be classified as “deleterious”. As for the 
mitigation effect of ASR expansion in concrete by the addition of high-quality fine fly 
ash was remarkable. Large ASR Expansion only occurs on CHFA10% and 
COFA10% specimens in JCI AAR-3 test method. After 6 months, the expansion of 
CHFA10% specimen is exceeding 0.1% which is categorized as “deleterious” and the 
expansion of COFA10% specimen is 0.08% which is categorized as “innocuous”, 
whereas the expansion of CHFA20% and COFA20% specimen in JCI AAR-3 method 
has been completely suppressed over the curing period. 
  
On the contrary, the result of specimens from Danish method shows different pattern 
compare to JCI AAR-3 method. In this result, due to alkali being supplied outside the 
specimens, differences in the density of the concrete show a great influence on ASR 
mitigation. The expansion starting time of CHOPC specimens is slightly delayed and 
the expansion ratio after three months of immersion time is much smaller compared 
with COPC result which is less dense due to the higher w/b ratio. The expansion of 
CHOPC specimen in Danish method after 91 days immersion time is only 0.03% and 
the expansion ratio of COPC specimen after 91 days immersion time is 0.21%.  
 
Furthermore, the immersion time on Danish test method was extended until 6 months 
for all specimens. The expansion ratio of CHOPC specimen tends to increase since 70 
days immersion time until reach 0.26% in 6 months. It seems that, when the surface 
has already deteriorated by ASR and the first crack occurred, the alkali was able to 
penetrate into the specimens. Thus, the expansion ratio continues to increase. 
However, the expansion did not occur either in CHFA10%, CHFA20%, COFA10% or 
COFA20%. The additional of high-quality fine fly ash shows significant effect in 



























































CHOPC CHFA 10% CHFA 20% COPC COFA 10% COFA 20% 
JCI 
AAR3 
Deleterious Deleterious Innocuous Deleterious Innocuous Innocuous 
Danish 
Method 
Unclear Innocuous Innocuous Unclear Innocuous Innocuous 
 
 
3.4.1.3 Dynamic modulus of elasticity of concrete specimens 
 
Research has more consistently found out that tensile strength, flexural strength and 
especially modulus of elasticity to be affected by ASR expansion [3-22]. In 
accordance with that, the dynamic modulus of elasticity test for all concrete 
specimens had been carried out. As shown by Figs. 3.10 and 3.11, the dynamic 
modulus of elasticity began to decrease after the fine cracks observed on the surface 
of specimens. The reduction of dynamic modulus of elasticity ratio became 
remarkable at the state which expansion ratio was larger than 0.1%. From this result, 
the dynamic modulus of elasticity can clearly reflect the deterioration process of 
concrete due to ASR expansion which may consist with the occurrence and growth of 
cracks. Thus, both the expansion ratio and the dynamic modulus of elasticity of 
concrete are possible to improve the measurement accuracy of the deterioration 
degree in concrete due to ASR. In addition, the relationship between expansion ratio 
and the dynamic modulus of elasticity of concrete for both concrete types can be seen 
in Fig. 3.12. From this figure, there was a good correlation between the expansion 
ratio and the dynamic modulus of elasticity of concrete in both types of concrete. 
 
However, in some of JCI AAR-3 specimens, a temporary recovery and decreasing of 
dynamic modulus of elasticity were found. The dynamic modulus elasticity of 
CHOPC specimen was decreasing sharply after 21 days curing time. However, it 
begins to increase gradually from 63 days of curing times. As for specimens tested in 
Danish method, a sharp decreasing and increasing of dynamic modulus of elasticity of 
COPC and CHOPC specimens were observed between 60 until 120 days of curing 
times and also between 140 until 180 days. One explanation is that during the curing 
time, water absorption by concrete specimen accelerated cement hydration and thus 
the hydration products such as ASR gel and calcium carbonate inject and seal the 
microcracks due to ASR. This phenomenon possibly occurred due to the ASR gel is in 




)), then it can easily react with the hydration 
product (Substitution of Ca
2+




)) to make the ASR gel fill the 
microcracks. Over time, the gel slowly does take up calcium; eventually the 
composition of the alkali silica gel may become very similar to that of the calcium 
silicate hydrate in the cement paste. By then, though, the damage to the concrete may 

































Figure 3.10 Dynamic modulus of elasticity of concrete specimens from JCI AAR-3 
test method 
 































3.4.2 ASR Gel Formation Observation Using Uranyl Acetate Fluorescence 
Method 
 
3.4.2.1 ASR gel observation for mortar bars  
 
After Danish test method, uranyl acetate fluorescence method of coloring area, which 
ASR gel shows a greenish-yellow coloration area, was carried out to measure ASR 
gel formation. The image of ASR gel observation is shown in Fig. 3.13. The result of 
ASR gel observation of Danish method specimens correlated with the results of 
expansion test that already obtained. For MHOPC specimen, ASR gel can be seen on 
the whole cross section of the specimens. This result indicates that the penetration of 
alkali solution was not only on the surface of the specimen but also penetrate deep 
inside the center of the specimen. As for MHFA10% specimen, greenish-yellow color 
in the outer section is brighter compare to the inner section. This suggests that ASR 
expansion is being suppressed in the center of the specimen. Furthermore, in 
























































































Figure 3.13 Observations of ASR gel formation of mortar bar specimens by uranyl 
acetate fluorescence method (observed area: 40 mm x 40 mm) 
 
 
3.4.2.2 ASR gel observation for concrete prisms 
 
The image of ASR gel observation is shown in Fig. 3.14. For CHOPC and COPC 
specimens, ASR gel can be seen clearly on the outer section of the specimens. This 
result verifies the result that obtained from the expansion test. It is confirming the 
penetration of alkali solution from outside into concrete specimen. However, the 
density of the specimen prevent further intrusion of alkali into specimen as no ASR 
gel could be seen on the inner section of CHOPC specimen. As for CHFA10% and 
COFA10% specimens, only small ASR gel could be found on the outer section of the 
specimens and no ASR gel could be found for CHFA20% and COFA20% specimens 
which are suggesting again that no ASR occur.  
 
Judging from these results, the ASR inhibitory effect of fly ash in Danish method can 
be explained as the result of dense concrete and pozzolanic activity of high-quality 
fine fly ash, which form in early stage. The pozzolanic reaction between fly ash and 
portland cement that produces a lower Ca/Si of calcium silicate hydrates (CSH), 
atomic ratio around 0.9, can adsorb alkali ions into them, thus the alkali content inside 
concrete is reduced. With a very small average particle size of high-quality fine fly 




















































Figure 3.14 Observations of ASR gel formation of concrete prism specimens by 










3.4.3 Polarizing Microscope Observation Using Thin Section Samples 
 
3.4.3.1 Polarizing microscope observation for mortar bars  
 
The image of thin section of mortar bar, MHOPC and MHFA20% mortars in JIS 
A1146 and Danish method are shown in Figs. 3.15 and 3.16, respectively. In addition, 
Table 3.8 is showing the result of the ASR deterioration degree by the polarizing 
microscopic observation of thin section sample. In JIS A1146, the MHOPC mortar 
(ASR level: II) shows that there is no cracks could be observed progressed from the 
aggregate to the cement paste. As for MFA20% mortar (ASR level: I) the occurrence 
of cracks cannot be examined due to the ASR mitigation effect by fly ash. 
 
In the Danish method, for MHOPC mortar specimen (ASR level: IV), there was 
observed a large crack in the aggregate (25μm until 50μm). A continuous network of 
cracks has also been formed from the aggregate to the cement paste. In contrast, the 
MHFA20% mortar specimen (ASR level: II), same as MHOPC specimen tested in JIS 
A1146 method, also shows no progress of cracking occurred from the aggregate to 
cement paste. Overall, this result has a high correlation with the result of ASR gel 
















Figure 3.15 Polarizing microscope observations of thin sections of mortar bars from 







































Figure 3.16 Polarizing microscope observations of thin sections of mortar bars after 
Danish test method (observed area: 25 mm x 25 mm) 
 
Table 3.8 Comparison of assessment of results by both mortar bar tests  
Test Method 
Specimens 
MHOPC MHFA 20% 
JIS A1146 II I 
Danish Method  IV II 
 
 
3.4.3.2 Polarizing microscope observation for concrete prisms  
 
Figs. 3.17 and 3.18 show the results of concrete‟s thin section samples observation 
with polarizing microscope from JCI AAR-3 and Danish test method, respectively. In 
addition, Table 3.9 is showing the result of the ASR deterioration degree of thin 
section samples. In the JCI AAR-3 test method, the observations of thin section from 
the center of the CHOPC and COPC specimens (ASR level: III) are showing cracks 
network (<25μm in width) generated from the aggregate (as most are filled with ASR 
gel) towards the cement paste. Large number of cracks that occurred in cement paste 
and aggregate had become a source of expansion force. In contrast, the CHFA20% 
specimen (ASR level: I) and in COFA20% specimen (no ASR) no cracks can be 
found.  
 
As in Danish method, the COPC specimen (ASR level: IV) shows ASR gel fill the 
cracks (25μm - 50μm in width) can be observed. The cracks width decrease in 
CHOPC specimen (less than 25μm, ASR level: III). As for CHFA20% and COFA20% 
specimens (no ASR), the occurrence of cracks cannot be examined due to the ASR 
mitigation effect by high-quality fine fly ash. Overall, the difference in the behavior of 
each concrete to expand due to ASR was supported by the results of microscopic 













































Figure 3.17 Polarizing microscope observations of thin sections of concrete prisms 

































































Figure 3.18 Polarizing microscope observations of thin sections of concrete prisms 
after Danish test method (observed area: 25 mm x 25 mm) 
 
 
Table 3.9 Comparison in ASR deterioration degree obtained from the results of thin 
section samples by polarizing microscope  
Test Method 
Specimens 
CHOPC CHFA 20% COPC COFA 20% 
JCI AAR-3 III I III No ASR 





















3.5.1 Comparison Between Mortar Bars and Concrete Prisms Expansion Test 
Results 
 
In JIS method, the alkali amount inside the specimen itself is enough to trigger ASR, 
especially with low water to binder ratio. For this reason, differences in the density of 
the concrete seem to have little effect on the ability of ASR mitigation. The alkali 
content inside the specimen seems to have more influence in ASR occurrence. This 
phenomenon can be seen either in mortar bar specimen‟s results or concrete prism 
specimen‟s results. However, specimens with high-quality fine fly ash, especially with 
20% replacement ratio, show a remarkable ability in ASR mitigation. Thus, from the 
comparison between mortar bars and concrete prisms results in JIS method, there was 
a positive relationship between mortar bars and concrete prisms results.  
 
However, in Danish method, due to the alkali source was supplied from the outside of 
the specimens, a minor difference between mortar bar specimens result and concrete 
prism specimens result can be found. The difference in size seems to be the cause. For 
mortar bar specimens due to smaller cross section, the NaCl solution is faster to 
penetrate the entire cross section compare with concrete prism specimens. Thus, the 
expansion can be found at the beginning of immersion time. Moreover, the expansion 
ratio after 91 days immersion time of mortar bar specimens is much larger than that of 
concrete prism specimens. However, the expansion behavior is almost the same for 
both types of specimens. When the surface has already deteriorated by ASR and the 
first crack occurred, the alkali was able to penetrate into the specimens. Thus, the 
expansion ratio continues to increase.  
 
Furthermore, for concrete specimens, using a low water to binder ratio in concrete can 
change the internal part denser. Thus, the movement of moisture and alkali ions inside 
and the penetration of alkali ions from the outside can be reduced. Thus denser 
concrete and additional high-quality fine fly ash in the specimens, especially 20% by 
mass, are proofed to be effective in ASR mitigation on both types of specimens. 
 
As for the dynamic modulus of elasticity test, conducted from all concrete specimens, 
were giving a good relationship with the expansion test results for both accelerated 
expansion test (JIS and Danish method). These measurements can add the confidence 
and accuracy of the measurements of deterioration degree in concrete due to ASR. 
This is one of the advantages of using concrete prisms rather than mortar bar as a 
specimens in laboratory test. In addition, research form Thomas, et al. shows a 
leaching of alkalis in the smaller laboratory specimens. The leaching effects are more 
pronounced in the mortar bars than the concrete prisms and much lower expansions 
are recorded for a given alkali content [3-24]. Thus, it can be proposed that the 
concrete prisms test is a better test method to be applied for ASR test. 
 
Based on these findings, this type of fly ash certainly becomes a valuable opportunity 
to overcome ASR problems that occurred, especially in Hokuriku district. In addition, 
in the district of cold climate such as the Hokuriku and the Tohoku, the opportunity to 
be exposed to high concentrations of NaCl solution by the deicing salt has been 
increasing. This NaCl solution could penetrate to the concrete structure increase the 
alkali amount inside the concrete that lead to the ASR expansion and also corrosion of 
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the rebar. Under such an environment, it is expected that the mitigation effect of this 
fly ash in PC girders and PCa products will be needed. 
  
3.5.2 Comparison Between Mortar Bars and Concrete Prisms Polarizing 
Microscope Results 
 
Overall, there is a good correlation between mortar bars and concrete prisms 
polarizing microscope observation results. The degree of ASR deterioration obtained 
from the results of polished thin section samples for mortar bar specimens and 
concrete prism specimens are linier with the expansion test results. Specimen with 
larger expansion result has higher degree of ASR deterioration and specimen with 
smaller expansion result has lower degree of ASR deterioration.   
 
In JIS method, for specimens using cement only in both types of specimens, reveal 
cracks occurred inside the reacted aggregate, which is in MHOPC specimen, and also 
cracks network from the reacted aggregate into surrounding cement paste, which is in 
CHOPC and COPC specimens. In contrast, cracks cannot be found outside the 
aggregates for mortar bar and concrete prism specimens using additional high-quality 
fine fly ash.  
 
As for Danish method, same as in expansion results, due to the difference in size 
seems to make the degree of ASR deterioration in mortar bar specimens higher 
compared with concrete prism specimens. However, the effectiveness of additional 
high-quality fine fly ash in concrete, especially 20% replacement ratio, are still could 
be seen.  In addition, due to the differences in size, this result also could be a proof 
of proposing concrete prism test as a better test method to be used on ASR evaluation, 
especially in determining the effect of both, denser concrete and additional mineral 



























The effect of high-quality fine fly ash from Hokuriku district Japan (FA) along with 
low water to binder ratio (w/b) on the mitigation of alkali silica reaction have been 
investigated through series of experiments works. The main concluding remarks 
obtained from the present research are summarized as follows: 
(1) JIS and Danish method show a different suppression mechanism of ASR by 
high-quality fine fly ash from Hokuriku district, Japan. However, 20% 
replacement ratio of this fly ash could almost completely inhibit the ASR in both 
accelerated expansion test method. Thus, this type of fly ash certainly becomes a 
valuable opportunity to overcome ASR problem in the Hokuriku district. 
(2) The degree of pozzolanic activity of this FA was increased due to the increasing 
of a glass-rich phase along with its very fine particle size. High pozzolanic 
activity and the finesses of high-quality fine fly ash contributed to the increasing 
on the alkali adsorption by CSH and also makes the specimens denser thus 
reduces the salt penetration which has a great contribution to the inhibitory effect 
of ASR. 
(3) The lower water to binder ratio makes the specimens denser thus halts the salt 
penetration which also gives contribution to the inhibitory effect of ASR. 
(4) The dynamic modulus of elasticity is found to be affected by ASR expansion. 
Thus, this measurement is possible to improve the measurement accuracy of the 
deterioration degree of concrete due to ASR.  
(5) The ASR mitigation effect of high-quality fine fly ash could confirm more 
accurately by performing a thin sections observation and uranyl fluorescence 
method analysis. Both measurement methods were effective for the evaluation of 
mortar bars and concrete prisms deterioration level due to ASR.  
(6) The concrete prisms and mortar bar specimens showed a good relationship in 
terms of experiments results. However, based on the comparison between mortar 
bars and concrete prisms experiments results, it can be proposed that the concrete 
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CHAPTER 4 The Mitigating Effect of ASR Expansion in Accelerated Mortar 




Alkali silica reaction (ASR) is influenced by internal factors such as alkali, aggregates 
contain reactive silica and moisture. Besides that, ASR is also influenced by external 
factors such as the surrounding environment condition and the use of the structures. In 
terms of reactive aggregates, in Hokuriku district, there are records that show the 
reactive crushed andesite stone has been used throughout the Noto Peninsula. The 
serious ASR problems with a rupture of the reinforcing bar were also found on the 
Noto expressway and the national highway Route 249. Moreover, in the Joganji river 
in Toyama Prefecture, in the Tedori river in Ishikawa Prefecture, and in aggregate 
production from the basin of the river on top of the Kuzuryu river in Fukui Prefecture, 
the andesite particles contained in river sand and/or gravel show a high reactivity. In 
addition, the Hokuriku district has a lot of local companies that make PC Girder and 
PCa Product.  
 
Furthermore, in the district of cold climate such as the Hokuriku and the Tohoku, 
which are heavy snow areas, the opportunity to be exposed to high concentrations of 
NaCl solution by the deicing salt has been increasing. Since 1982, ASR has been 
noticed in some highway structures in Hokuriku district by deicing salts. Besides 
promoting the ASR expansion, chloride penetrates to the concrete through the cracks 
caused by ASR expansion will also promote corrosion of the rebar thus will lead to 
complex degradation in concrete structures [4-1][4-2]. The combination of these 
inside and outside factors make large numbers of ASR-affected PC bridge girders 
produced in the construction site or in the concrete factory have been discovered all 
over nation by the recent survey of the JCI committee on ASR Mitigation [4-3].  
 
For this reason, in the Hokuriku district and also all over the Japan, a long-life for PC 
bridges is becoming one of the important issues. So far, the high durability PC girders 
have been produced by using high fineness blast furnace slag powder (6000 Blaine 
value) [4-4]. However, the production sites of blast furnace slag powder are limited in 
the metropolitan and suburbs area such as Tokyo, Osaka, Nagoya and Kitakyushu.  
 
On the other hand, the Hokuriku district, such as Toyama, Ishikawa and Fukui, has 
coal-fired power plants in each prefecture. Thus, the effective utilization of fly ash in 
concrete mixture has become a new regional challenge. It becomes more important to 
expand the use of fly ash in concrete to “Establishing the supply system” and 
“Stabilizing the quality”. In addition, there was a history that concrete from the 
manufacturer had been avoided to be used. In order to solve this problem, in January 
2011,"The committee for promotion of effective utilization of fly ash to concrete in 
Hokuriku district, chaired by Prof. Kazuyuki Torii (Kanazawa University)," has been 
launched. An active work of preparing a manual of fly ash concrete and stabilizing the 




In line with that, in the works of Thomas, et al., interesting facts about fly ash can be 
found [4-6] [4-7][4-8]. The test program, included both laboratory and field studies, 
show that fly ash can be considered to contribute no alkalis when it is used at a 25% 
level of replacement with flint sands and 25% fly ash controls ASR expansion even 
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when the alkalis contributed by the portland cement component of the mixture are 
sufficient to cause ASR expansion in the absence of fly ash. 
 
The main research work in this chapter is to investigate the effect of high-quality fine 
fly ash (FA) on the ASR mitigation in concrete with different alkali amount inside the 
pore solution. In addition, samples with additional blast furnace slag (BFS) were also 
prepared to compare the ASR mitigation effect between fly ash and BFS. For the 
replacement ratio, 15% replacement ratio of FA and 42% replacement ratio of BFS 
were selected. The replacement ratio of FA was set at 15% is due to in Japan this 
replacement ratio is the lowest replacement ratio of FA for ASR mitigation in 
concrete according to JIS A5308. As for BFS, 42% level of BFS replacement ratio is 
the replacement ratio that being used for blast-furnace slag mix cements type B which 
is the popular BFS cement in Japan. In addition, Japan‟s researcher commonly used 
these replacement ratios in concrete experimental study [4-9][4-10][4-11]. Moreover, 
the andesite aggregate from Hokkaido, Japan was used as the reactive aggregate and 
the accelerated mortar bars experiment will be conducted according to the JIS A1146 




4.2.1 Materials  
 
Ordinary portland cement (OPC), from T Co, Ltd., (density: 3.16 g/cm
3
, Blaine 
specific surface area: 3300 cm
2
/g) was used. In order to investigate the effectiveness 
of mineral admixtures on ASR mitigation, two types of mineral admixtures were used. 
First is a high-quality fly ash (FA, Nanao-Ohta coal-fired power plant product, I-type 
fly ash classified by JIS A6201, density: 2.44g/cm
3
, Blaine specific surface area: 
4780cm
2
/g, Ig.loss: 2.0%). Second is a blast furnace slag fine powder (BFS) 
manufactured by S Co. Ltd (density: 2.91g/cm
3
, Blaine specific surface area: 
6030cm
2
/g, Ig.loss 1.0%). The chemical compositions of fly ash and blast furnace slag 
powder are shown in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, respectively. 
 
As for the reactive andesite, two kinds of Hokkaido andesite, crushed andesite stone 
and crushed andesite sand, were selected with particle size arranged from 0.15mm to 
5.0mm. The alkali silica reactivity of these aggregates were assessed “deleterious” by 
chemical test according to JIS A1145 (Sc: 688mmol/l, Rc: 78mmol/l, Sc/Rc= 8.8) 
which are higher compared to Hokuriku andesite which has Sc: 529mmol/l and Rc: 
119mmol/l. The Hokkaido andesite was also assessed as “deleterious” according to 
JIS A1146 mortar bar test method. The reactive components of Hokkaido andesite 
were cristobalite, tridymite and little glass phases. 
 
Table 4.1 Chemical compositions of fly ash (%) 
 SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO TiO2 MnO SO3 Na2O K2O Total 
FA 53.6 28.9 6.7 3.2 0.8 1.4 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.7 96.2 
 
Table 4.2 Chemical compositions of blast furnace slag powder (%) 
 SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO TiO2 MnO SO3 Na2O K2O Total 
BFS 33.0 13.6 0.1 42.6 5.8 0.6 0.2 3.1 0.2 0.2 99.3 
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4.2.2 Mix Proportions 
 
In this study, mortar bar specimens were prepared according to JIS A1146 test method. 
Three mix proportion were prepared, which are OPC, additional 15% of high-quality 
fine fly ash, and additional 42% of blast furnace slag. Water to binder ratio was set at 
50%. In each mix proportion, NaOH was added for making the total alkali content 
equal to 1.2%, 1.8% and 2.4%. The dimension of mortar bar specimens is 40 × 40 × 
160mm. The mixture proportions of mortar bars specimens are listed in Table 4.3. 
 





Unit amount for 3 specimens (gr) 














174.2 3.9  600 - - 1350 - 
1.2GFA15% 189.9  3.4 510 90 - 1350 - 




174.2 3.9  600 - - - 1350 
1.2SFA15% 189.9  3.4 510 90 - - 1350 




251.6 1.5 600 - - 1350 - 
1.8GFA15% 254.7 1.4 510 90 - 1350 - 




251.6 1.5 600 - - - 1350 
1.8SFA15% 254.7 1.4 510 90 - - 1350 




228.4 2.2 600 - - 1350 - 
2.4GFA15% 231.5 2.1 510 90 - 1350 - 




228.4 2.2 600 - - - 1350 
2.4SFA15% 231.5 2.1 510 90 - - 1350 
2.4SBFS42% 226.5 2.3 348 - 252 - 1350 
*1N NaOH for specimen with 1.2% Na2Oeq and 5N NaOH for specimen with 1.8% and 2.4% 
Na2Oeq 
 
Name of each specimens are described as in this orders:  
1. Two numbers at the font are indicating the alkali amount inside the specimens. 
2. The first letter afterwards is showing the aggregate which are crushed andesite 
stone (G) or crushed andesite sand (S). 
3. The letter after that is referred to the mix proportions which are ordinary portland 
cement (OPC), 15% of high-quality fine fly ash (FA15%) or 42% of blast furnace 
slag (BFS42%).       
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4.2.3 Test Methods 
 
4.2.3.1 Accelerated expansion test 
 
The cement, fly ash and blast furnace slag powder are containing different forms of 
alkali and also have different effect on the ASR [4-12]. Thus, to investigate the effect 
of mineral admixture on the ASR mitigation in concrete with different alkali amount, 
the addition of sodium hydroxide solution was given to adjust the mortar with 
equivalent amounts of 1.2%, 1.8% and 2.4% Na2Oeq. Mortar bar specimens were 
cured in fog chamber with a temperature of 40
O
C at, and more than 95% of relative 
humidity. Length change was measured at 20
O
C.  In JIS A1146, if the expansion ratio 
for 3 months is over 0.05% or for 6 months is over 0.1% indicates “deleterious”.  
 
4.2.3.2 ASR gel observation 
 
After the completion of accelerated mortar bar test, 0.1 N silver nitrate solutions was 
sprayed on the mortar fractured surface, to observe the formation of ASR gel by the 
uranyl acetate fluorescence method. The ASR gel shows a greenish-yellow coloration 
area on the cutting surface of the specimens. 
 
4.2.3.3 Observation of polished thin section sample with a polarizing microscope 
 
After the end of the expansion test, polished thin section samples with 20μm thickness 
were prepared from each mortar bar specimen. The samples were observed to 
determine ASR gel and cracking by polarizing light microscopy. Classification of 
ASR deterioration using thin section was carried out according to the procedure 
shown in Table 4.4 with the reference by Katayama studies [4-13][4-14].  
 
Table 4.4 Petrographic classification of ASR severity of stages 
Stages The Progress and Severity of ASR 
I The formation of reaction rims and exudation of ASR sol/gel around the 
reacted aggregate 
II The formation of ASR gel-filled cracks within reacted aggregate 
III The propagation of ASR gel-filled cracks (max < 25µm) from the reacted 
aggregate into surrounding cement paste 
IV The formation of ASR gel-filled cracks (max 25-50µm) network and the 
migration of ASR gel into air voids 
V The formation of ASR gel-filled cracks (max 50µm<) network and the 












4.3.1 Expansion results 
 
4.3.1.1 Expansion ratio of mortar bars using crushed andesite stone 
 
The expansion ratio results of mortar bar specimens using crushed andesite stone as 
the reactive aggregate could be seen in Figs. 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. The 
expansion ratio tends to be larger in accordance with the addition of alkalis inside the 
specimens. Starting from the early stage, the ASR rate was very fast which is 
completed in just 4 weeks. At the end of the measurement, the expansion ratio of 
1.2GOPC is over 0.15%, the expansion ratio of 1.8GOPC is over 0.4% and the 
expansion ratio of 2.4GOPC is over 0.55%. Thus, these results can be classified as 
“deleterious”. 
 
In the contrary, specimen with 15% of fly ash replacement ratio (FA) and 42% of 
blast furnace slag replacement ratio (BFS) are still enough to mitigate ASR expansion 
with 1.2% Na2Oeq. However, the expansion is become larger as well as the addition 
of alkali amount. The expansion ratio rise significantly within the span of three 
months and only a slight increase in expansion could be measured afterwards. In 
addition, it could be noted that 15% of fly ash replacement ratio and 42% of blast 
furnace slag replacement ratio are showing the same mitigation effect. The expansion 
ratio and pattern are similar. At the end of the measurement, the expansion ratio was 
much smaller compared to OPC specimens. Overall, after six months, the expansion 
ratio of 1.2GFA15% and 1.2GBFS42% are below 0.05% which can be categorized as 
“innocuous”. Whilst, the expansion ratio of 1.8GFA15% and 1.8GBFS42% are over 
0.15%, and the expansion ratio of 2.4GFA15% and 2.4GBFS42% are over 0.35% 




















Figure 4.1 Expansion ratio of mortar bar specimens using crushed andesite stone 
























Figure 4.2 Expansion ratio of mortar bar specimens using crushed andesite stone 























Figure 4.3 Expansion ratio of mortar bar specimens using crushed andesite stone 






4.3.1.2 Expansion ratio of mortar bars using crushed andesite sand 
 
As for expansion ratio results of mortar bar specimens using crushed andesite sand as 
the reactive aggregate could be seen in Figs. 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. Overall, 
the expansion ratio results and ASR rate were showing the same pattern compare with 
mortar bar specimens using crushed andesite stone as the reactive aggregate. These 
results show that crushed andesite stone and crushed andesite sand aggregate have the 
same level of reactivity. ASR expansion is completed in just 4 weeks for OPC 
specimens, and around 12 weeks for specimens using FA and BFS.  
 
After six months, the expansion ratio of 1.2SOPC is over 0.14%, the expansion ratio 
of 1.8SOPC is over 0.4% and the expansion ratio of 2.4SOPC is over 0.44%, which 
these results can be classified as “deleterious”. In addition, the expansion ratio of 
1.2SFA15% and 1.2SBFS42% are below 0.05% which can be categorized as 
“innocuous”, the expansion ratio of 1.8SFA15% and 1.8SBFS42% are over 0.15%, 
and the expansion ratio of 2.4SFA15% and 2.4SBFS42% are over 0.3% both of which 






















Figure 4.4 Expansion ratio of mortar bar specimens using crushed andesite sand 

































Figure 4.5 Expansion ratio of mortar bar specimens using crushed andesite sand 























Figure 4.6 Expansion ratio of mortar bar specimens using crushed andesite sand 







4.3.1.3 Visual observation of specimens surface after test completion 
 
The surface of the specimens after completion of accelerated mortar bar test could be 
seen in Figs. 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9, respectively. In general, fine cracks begin to visible 
when the expansions of the specimens reach the rate of 0.05% to 0.1%. The progress 
of cracking of the specimen is in accordance with the increasing rate of its expansion. 
For OPC specimens the cracks pattern observed starting from the early stage. The 
cracks widths increased over time and begin to stop around 4 weeks afterwards. The 
cracks width is observed around 0.6mm after the completion of accelerated mortar bar 
test. As for specimens with supplementary cementitious materials, fine cracks are 
observed from the second week of measurement. It also observed the increasing of 
cracks width until the fourth week. However, these cracks width is much smaller 
compared with OPC specimens. The largest cracks width is recorded around 0.2mm  
 
Furthermore, beside cracks, leaching effects could also be observed on the surface of 
all specimens. As for OPC specimens the leaching effects could be seen on the early 
stage. Thomas, et al. found out that in the smaller laboratory specimen, alkali leaching 
































































































4.3.2 ASR Gel Formation Observation 
 
After JIS test method, uranyl acetate fluorescence method of coloring area, which 
ASR gel shows a greenish-yellow coloration area, was carried out to measure ASR 
gel formation. ASR gel observation was conducted to all specimens having large 
expansion (categorized as “deleterious” in JIS A1146 test method). The image of ASR 
gel observation is shown in Figs. 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12, respectively.  
 
Despite the large expansion of OPC specimens, only very few ASR gel could be 
observed. It was assumed that the ASR gel was extruded from the specimens. As can 
be observed from the surface of the specimens, the leaching effects were occurred. 
The ASR gel almost could not be seen on 1.2SOPC and 1.8SOPC specimens. 
However, as the expansion become larger, the ASR gel could be easily observed, 
especially for specimens using crushed andesite sand as the reactive aggregate.  
 
The same pattern could be observed on specimens with 15% additional of 
high-quality fine fly ash. It was hard to observe the ASR gel in 1.8GFA15% and 
1.8SFA15% specimens, but the observation of ASR gel in 2.4GFA15% and 
2.4SFA15% can be easily done. Especially for 2.4SFA15% specimen, the ASR gel 
could be seen on the inner section and outer section of the sample, although only a 
few ASR gel can be observed. On the contrary, there was no ASR gel could be 

















Figure 4.10 Observations of ASR gel formation of OPC mortar bar specimens with 
1.2% Na2Oeq by uranyl acetate fluorescence method  




























































Figure 4.11 Observations of ASR gel formation of mortar bar specimens with 1.8% 
Na2Oeq by uranyl acetate fluorescence method  





















































Figure 4.12 Observations of ASR gel formation of mortar bar specimens with 2.4% 
Na2Oeq by uranyl acetate fluorescence method  








4.3.3 Polarizing Microscopic Observation Using Thin Section Samples 
 
After the completion of accelerated mortar bar test, the thin section observation of 
mortar bar specimens by polarizing microscope were conducted. The results can be 
seen on Figs. 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15, respectively. In the purpose for a better 
understanding on ASR mechanism, the polarizing microscopic observations were 
conducted with the specimens that categorized as “deleterious”.  
 
In general, the observation of cracks widths, filled with ASR gels, are linier with the 
expansion result. In the specimens with larger expansion, wider cracks can be 
observed. In 2.4GOPC, there was observed continuous large cracks, filled with ASR 
gel, from the aggregate (25μm until 50μm) to the cement paste (ASR level: IV). As 
the expansion ratio decreased in 2.4SOPC, 1.8GOPC and 1.8SOPC specimens, the 
cracks width are decrease become less then 25μm (ASR level: III). As for 1.2GOPC 
and 1.2 SOPC specimens, there was no progress of cracks could be observed from the 
aggregate to the cement paste (ASR level: II). 
 
This pattern also could be seen on specimens using supplementary cementitious 
materials. The largest cracks width can be observed in 2.4GFA15%, 2.4SFA15%, 
2.4GBFS42% and 2.4SBFS42% specimens, which the cracks width are less than then 
25μm (ASR level: III). As the expansion decrease, in 1.8GFA15%, 1.8SFA15%, 
1.8GBFS42% and 1.8SBFS42% specimens the cracks only occurred inside the 
















Figure 4.13 Polarizing microscope observations of thin sections of OPC mortar bars 


























































Figure 4.14 Polarizing microscope observations of thin sections of mortar bars with 
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Figure 4.15 Polarizing microscope observations of thin sections of mortar bars with 



















The expansion ratios of all specimens using cement only (OPC) are exceeding 0.1% 
after 6 months regardless of its alkali amount. This result may verify the high 
reactivity of the crushed andesite stone and crushed andesite sand aggregates which 
are produce in Hokkaido. In addition, the results show that the larger alkali amount 
inside the system will also require more mineral admixture‟s replacement ratio. In the 
effectiveness of fly ash in controlling ASR, the amount of fly ash that needed is linear 
with the amount of alkalis inside the concrete. It can be attributed to one of the 
mechanism for mitigation of ASR by fly ash, which is the alkali binding capacity. By 
adding more fly ash in concrete, it can produce more CSH with a low ratio Ca/Si 
produced from the pozzolanic reaction between fly ash and portland cement. Thus, 
there will be much more available alkalis that can be bind to halt the ASR process. 
Moreover, the finer fly ash with an amorphous silica glass has higher pozzolanic 
reactivity. Thus, the alkali binding capacity is expected to be much significant with 
finer fly ash. Moreover, in the future, it is expected that the effect of the addition of 
fly ash and blast furnace slag in concrete will be more significant. Especially in 
Hokuriku district, which has three coal-fired power plants in each prefecture, fly ash 



































The experiment works on investigating the mitigating effect of fine fly ash on ASR 
expansion in accelerated mortar bar test with low and high alkali level have been 
conducted. The main concluding remarks obtained from the present research are 
summarized as follows: 
(1) The accelerated mortar bars test confirms the high reactivity of andesite aggregate. 
ASR expansion is completed in just 4 weeks for OPC specimens. However, it was 
delayed, around 12 weeks, for specimens using FA and BFS. 
(2) The crushed andesite stone and crushed andesite sand aggregate have the same 
level of reactivity, which have a high reactivity. 
(3) It was found that the application of JIS A1146 was possible to determine the 
inhibitory effect of ASR of both fly ash and blast furnace slag powder especially 
in early stages. The addition of 15% replacement ratio of high-quality fine fly ash 
could completely inhibit the ASR in specimens with 1.2% Na2Oeq. 
(4) The required amount of fly ash to mitigate ASR depends on the alkali content 
inside the mortar bar specimens. The larger alkali amount inside the system will 
require more fly ash amount. 
(5) The alkali binding mechanism of CSH, with a low ratio Ca/Si produced from the 
pozzolanic reaction between fly ash and portland cement, give significant 
contribution in binding available alkali in the pore solution. Thus, this mechanism 
of fly ash can effectively halt the ASR process. 
(6) In the future, it is expected that the effect of the addition of fly ash and blast 
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CHAPTER 5 The Effect of Fly Ash on the ASR Mitigation in Concrete with 





It is well known that there are three requirements, at least, for alkali silica reactions 
(ASR) occur in concrete which are source of alkali, reactive silica in the aggregate 
and sufficient moisture. Therefore, in Japan, the use of aggregate and alkali content 
inside the ready-mixed concrete have to comply with JIS A5308 standard. However, 
in some cases of ASR, cracking due to ASR also occurred even by limiting the total 
alkali content of less than 3 kg/m
3
 according to JIS A5308. In addition, there are 
problems in assuring the quality control and diversity of aggregate in Japan [5-1]. The 
volcanic rock type such as andesite was a typical reactive aggregate in Japan, which 
has been damaging a lot of structures due to ASR. 
 
In terms of reactive aggregate, researchers have also found out that certain proportion 
of reactive aggregate in concrete can influence ASR expansion ratio. This is referred 
as the “pessimum proportion”. In a fixed concentration of alkali, a certain proportion 
of reactive aggregate will lead to the maximum expansion and the expansion will be 
reduced when the proportion increased or decreased. It can be explained that the 
increasing of the reactive aggregate will also followed by the increasing of expansive 
alkali silicate. However, the addition of more reactive aggregate will decrease the 
available alkalis to react with, which will decrease the expansive alkali silicate. In 
addition, although most of those researches are using a fixed concentration of alkali, 
the pessimum effect was also observed in experimental works with the supply of 
alkali was unlimited [5-2]. 
 
Beside the pessimum proportion effect, Stanton also found out that different grain size 
of reactive aggregate caused a different expansion ratio of concrete [5-3]. Ichikawa 
proposed a new ASR model which demonstrated that the expansion also depends on 
the size of aggregate particles. The increase of particle size of the reactive aggregate 
will decrease the rate of ASR [5-4]. Moreover, results from Multon, et al. show that 
no expansion was measured on the mortars using small particles (under 80 μm) while 
particles between 0.63 to 1.25 mm gave the largest expansions [5-5]. In general, in the 
terms of aggregate size, the sizes of 0.5 to 2 mm of reactive aggregates will cause a 
significant expansion [5-4]. 
 
In line with that, as shown by Fig. 5.1, severe ASR-affected bridge has been found in 
Tokyo, Japan. This bridge is using reactive andesite as the fine aggregate and calcium 
carbonate as the coarse aggregate. Thus, it is believed that the pessimum size effect 
was occurred in this bridge due to the use of the reactive andesite as the fine aggregate. 
The calcium carbonate does not react with alkali, thus did not contribute to the ASR 
process. However, the smaller size of the reactive aggregate (used as the fine 
aggregate) results in earlier, faster and larger ASR expansion. This is due to the 
decrease of the reactive aggregate size will increase the amount of alkali consumed by 






















Figure 5.1 ASR-affected bridge pier in Tokyo area in Japan due to the use of reactive 
aggregate as the fine aggregate  
 
Furthermore, some of research works confirmed the mitigation effect of 
supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs), such as fly ash and ground granulated 
blast-furnace slag, for mitigating ASR in concrete [5-6]. Especially for fly ash, it is 
due to three dominant ASR mitigation mechanisms, which are alkali binding, limiting 
mass transport and improving tensile strength [5-7]. Other research works have 
reported that ASR expansion can be more effectively reduced by finer fly ash with 
large amounts of amorphous silica glass [5-8]. In addition, the fineness of fly ash is 
considered to be important in determining its pozzolanic reactivity and in improving 
the strength characteristics of mortars and concretes [5-9]. 
 
In this paper, the main research work is to investigate the effect of high-quality fine 
fly ash on the ASR mitigation in concrete with combination of reactive aggregate and 
non-reactive aggregate. As the reactive aggregate, andesite aggregate from Hokkaido, 
Japan was used and the calcium carbonate aggregate will be used as the non-reactive 
aggregate. The experiments conducted with accelerated concrete prisms test according 




5.2.1 Materials  
 
Ordinary portland cement (OPC), from T Co, Ltd., (density: 3.16 g/cm3, blaine 
specific surface area: 3300 cm2/g) were used. High-quality fine fly ash (FA) from 
Nanao-Ohta coal-fired power plant product, I-type fly ash classified by JIS A6201, 
was used as a mineral admixture (density: 2.44g/cm3, blaine specific surface area: 
4780cm2/g, Ig.loss: 2.0%). The crushed andesite stone produced in Hokkaido was 
selected as the reactive aggregate. The alkali silica reactivity of this stone was 
assessed by chemical test according to JIS A1145 (Sc: 688mmol/l, Rc: 78mmol/l, 
Sc/Rc= 8.8) and mortar bar test according to JIS A 1146, both assessed as 
“deleterious”. The reactive components of this andesite stone were cristobalite, 
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tridymite and little glass phases. The calcium carbonate aggregate was used as the 
non-reactive aggregate. The chemical compositions of fly ash and andesite aggregates 
are shown in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2, respectively. Fig. 5.2 shows the polished thin 
section image of the andesite stone and Fig. 5.3 shows the particle shape of classified 
fly ash [5-10][5-11][5-12]. 
 
5.2.2 Mix Proportions 
 
The specimens consist of two mix proportions which are OPC and additional 15% of 
high-quality fine fly ash. There are three combination of andesite aggregate (AD) and 
calcium carbonate aggregate (CC) in each mix proportion. Water to binder ratio was 
set at 50% for all mix proportion. For concrete prism specimens tested in JIS method, 
NaOH was added for making the total alkali content equal to 1.2% Na2Oeq. The 
dimension of concrete prism specimens is 75 × 75 × 400mm. The mixture proportions 
of concrete prism specimens are listed in Table 5.3. 
 
Table 5.1. Chemical compositions of FA (%) 
 SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO TiO2 MnO SO3 Na2O K2O Total 
FA 53.6 28.9 6.7 3.2 0.8 1.4 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.7 96.2 
 
Table 5.2. Chemical compositions of Andesite Aggregate (%) 
 SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO TiO2 MnO SO3 Na2O K2O Total 
Andesite 
Aggregate 













Figure 5.2 The polished thin section image of andesite stone showing (A) Quarzt and 




























Figure 5.3 The particle shape of classified fine fly ash (SEM observation in 
backscattered electron images) [5-10][5-11][5-12] 



















S G S G 
CC+AD 10±2 2±1 50 40 175 350 0 - 1098 723  - 
AD+CC 10±2 2±1 50 40 175 350 0 728 - - 1111 
AD+AD 10±2 2±1 50 40 175 350 0 728  1098 - - 
CC+AD 
FA15% 
10±2 2±1 50 40 175 298 52 - 1090 718 - 
AD+CC 
FA15% 
10±2 2±1 50 40 175 298 52 723 - - 1103 
AD+AD 
FA15% 
10±2 2±1 50 40 175 298 52 723 1090 - - 
 
Name of each specimens are described as follows: 
1. CC+AD :  Referred as concrete specimen using ordinary portland cement 
with 40% calcium carbonate aggregate (CC) as fine aggregate 
and 60% andesite aggregate (AD) as coarse aggregate  
2. AD+CC : Referred as concrete specimen using ordinary portland cement 
with 40% andesite aggregate (AD) as fine aggregate and 60% 
calcium carbonate aggregate (CC) as coarse aggregate 
3. AD+AD : Referred as concrete specimen using ordinary portland cement 
with andesite aggregate (AD) as both fine and coarse aggregate  
4. CC+AD FA15% : Referred as concrete specimen using ordinary portland cement 
with 40% calcium carbonate aggregate (CC) as fine aggregate 
and 60% andesite aggregate (AD) as coarse aggregate and 15% 
replacement ratio of high-quality fine fly ash (FA15%) 
5. AD+CC FA15% : Referred as concrete specimen using ordinary portland cement 
with 40% andesite aggregate (AD) as fine aggregate and 60% 
calcium carbonate aggregate (CC) as coarse aggregate and 15% 
replacement ratio of high-quality fine fly ash (FA15%) 
6. AD+AD FA15% : Referred as concrete specimen using ordinary portland cement 
with with andesite aggregate (AD) as both fine aggregate and 
coarse aggregate and 15% replacement ratio of high-quality fine 




5.2.3 Test Methods 
 
5.2.3.1 Accelerated expansion test 
 
In this experimental works, the alkali amount was set in two ways, which are as a 
fixed amount inside (JIS method) and unlimited supplied from the outside (Danish 
method). This treatment was given in order to investigate the effects of fine fly ash on 
ASR mitigation with alkalis source was limited inside the concrete and with alkali 
source was unlimited supplied from the outside. Because the opportunity to be 
exposed to high concentrations of NaCl solution by the deicing salt has been 
increasing in Hokuriku district, this investigation was very important to be conducted, 
especially for specimens tested in Danish method. 
 
In JIS method, because the cement and fly ash are containing different forms of alkali 
and different effect on the ASR [5-13], thus the addition of 1N sodium hydroxide 
solution was given to adjust the specimens with equivalent amounts of 1.2% Na2Oeq. 
The specimens were cured in fog chamber at 40ºC, and more than 95% of relative 
humidity. Length change was measured at 20ºC. The expansion ratio over 0.05% for 3 
months or over 0.1% for 6 months indicates “deleterious”.  
 
In Danish method, without adjusting the amount of alkali, the specimens were 
immersed in saturated sodium chloride solution at temperature of 50ºC. The same as 
in JIS method, length change was measured at 20ºC. The expansion ratio under 0.1% 
for 3 months indicates “innocuous”, between 0.1% to 0.4% “both innocuous and 
deleterious coexist” and over 0.4% considered as “deleterious”. 
Moreover, the dynamic modulus elasticity of concrete prism specimens also carried 
out. This measurement was conducted for better understanding in the deterioration 
process of concrete due to ASR.  
 
5.2.3.2 ASR gel observation 
 
After accelerated concrete test has been conducted, ASR gel observation by newly 
developed uranyl acetate fluorescence method, with low concentrations of standard 
uranyl nitrate solution (commercially available), was carried out. Using UV light 
radiation, the amount and distribution area of ASR gel, a greenish-yellow coloration 
area, can be observed. 
 
5.2.3.3 Polarizing microscopic observation 
 
After the completion of accelerated expansion tests, polished thin section samples 
with 20μm thickness were prepared. The samples were observed to determine ASR 
gel and cracking by polarizing light microscopy. Classification of ASR deterioration 
using thin section was according to Table 5.4 with the reference by Katayama studies 








Table 5.4 Petrographic classification of ASR severity of stages 
Stages The Progress and Severity of ASR 
I The formation of reaction rims and exudation of ASR sol/gel around the 
reacted aggregate 
II The formation of ASR gel-filled cracks within reacted aggregate 
III The propagation of ASR gel-filled cracks (max < 25µm) from the reacted 
aggregate into surrounding cement paste 
IV The formation of ASR gel-filled cracks (max 25-50µm) network and the 
migration of ASR gel into air voids 
V The formation of ASR gel-filled cracks (max 50µm<) network and the 
migration of ASR gel into air voids 
 
5.3 Results and Discussions 
 
5.3.1 Expansion Results 
 
Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 show the expansion ratio of concrete in accelerated expansion test, 
respectively. In JIS test method, an interesting phenomenon is occurred. The 
specimen with the andesite aggregate as the fine aggregate (AD+CC) is the only 
specimen that expands. The expansion exceeds 0.3% after 6 months that might be 
categorized as “deleterious”. The only possible explanation is that the “pessimum 
effect” occurred on AD+CC specimen. As the particle size of fine aggregate is less 
than 4.75 mm, this particle size considered to give a significant influence for 
pessimum size effect. Actually, due to its limited alkali content (1.2% Na2Oeq) in all 
specimens, this alkali amount inside the concrete pore system is not sufficient enough 
to react with the available reactive aggregates. Therefore, the specimens with the 
reactive aggregate as the course aggregate (CC+AD) and as both aggregate               
(AD+AD) show no expansion. The increase of both, the aggregate size and the 
portion of reactive aggregate decrease the available alkalis to form ASR. Another 
explanation is that increasing the aggregate size and the portion of reactive aggregate 
will increase the consumption of Ca(OH)2 by mature alkali silicate gel, which can 
suppress the reaction rims that formed [5-4]. 
 
This phenomenon can be more clearly visible for specimens tested according to 
Danish test method. The result shows the same expansion behavior with the result 
obtained in JIS test method. The AD+CC specimen was severely damaged by ASR 
due to the pessimum effect. In addition, in the Danish test method, continuously being 
supplied with alkalis from the outside make the pore solution filled with unlimited 
alkalis. Thus trigger much more available alkali to react with the reactive aggregate. 
Therefore, the expansion ratio of AD+CC specimen was larger compared with the 
result tested in the JIS test method. The expansion ratio is more than 0.5% after 3 
months that can be categorized as “deleterious”. The CC+AD and AD+AD specimens 
also expanded. After 3 months the expansion ratios exceeded 0.1% that can be 





On the other hand, the expansion ratios of specimens with the addition of high-quality 
fine fly ash were below 0.1% after 3 months, regardless of its reactive aggregate 
proportion. High-quality fly ash shows a good alkali binding capacity due to the CSH 
with a low ratio Ca/Si around 0.9. This CSH is better in binding alkalis and thus 
prevent the ASR to form. It is also due to the pozzolanic reaction between fly ash and 
portland cement reduce the porosity of the concrete thus make the concrete denser. 
The important point of this high-quality fly ash is its finesse and high amount of 
glass-rich silica phase. Finer fly ash will increase the pozzolanic activity. Moreover, 
this fly ash also contains more silica and less CaO which is proved to show better 
ASR mitigation effect. 
 
In addition, for Danish method, the immersion time was extended until 6 months for 
all specimens. The expansion ratio of all specimens tends to increase sharply except 
for CC+AD FA15% and AD+AD FA15% which are still can be categorized as 
“innocuous”. It seems that, when the surface has already deteriorated by ASR and the 
first crack occurred, the alkali was able to penetrate into the specimens. Thus, the 
expansion ratio continues to increase. Overall, the additional high-quality fly ash is 














































Figure 5.5 Expansion ratio of concrete prisms tested in Danish test method 
 
In the behavior of concrete expansion due to ASR, fine cracks begin to visible at rate 
of 0.05% to 0.1%. In general, the progress of cracking of the specimen in accordance 
with the increasing rate of concrete expansion. For specimens tested in JIS method, 
the cracks pattern observed on the AD+CC specimen‟s surface did not change much 
starting from 8 weeks of measurement. There are only few cracks were observed. 
However, the cracks width increased over time.  
 
As for specimens tested in Danish method, countless fine cracks, form a map-cracking 
on the surface of the specimens, could be observed at early stage, especially for 
AD+CC specimen. The cracks width also increase accompanied by pop-out as the 
expansion increase. This is due to andesite aggregate was being used as fine aggregate. 
In particular, the occurrence of pop-out is significant in Danish method. Figs 5.6 and 
5.7 show the surface of the specimens after completion of accelerated concrete prims 
test in JIS and Danish method. Occurrence of pop-out is regardless of the presence or 
absence of additional FA due to sodium chloride accumulated on the surface that 











































































































































5.3.2 Modulus of Elasticity of Concrete Specimens 
 
As shown by Figs. 5.8 and 5.9, the modulus of elasticity results is showing a good 
relation with the expansion results. The relationship between expansion ratio and the 
dynamic modulus of elasticity of concrete for both test method can be seen in      
Fig. 5.10. In general, the reduction of dynamic modulus of elasticity ratio became 
remarkable at the state which expansion ratio was larger than 0.1%. In JIS method, 
when AD+CC specimen began to expand significantly since 21 days, the modulus of 
elasticity of AD+CC specimen also decreased significantly. As for AD+CC specimen 
tested in Danish method, significant expansion was started from 28 days followed by 
significant reduction in modulus of elasticity. The same behavior could also be 
observed on the specimens that expand in Danish test method. From this result, the 
dynamic modulus of elasticity can clearly reflect the deterioration process of concrete 
due to ASR expansion which may consist with the occurrence and growth of cracks.  
 
Furthermore, temporary recovery and decreasing of dynamic modulus of elasticity 
were found, especially for specimens with andesite aggregate as the fine aggregate. 
The dynamic modulus of elasticity of AD+CC specimen tested in JIS method 
observed to have a temporary increase at 70 and 140 days, which at that time the 
expansion was not significant, even decreased. Moreover, for AD+CC specimen 
tested in Danish method, there were three times of temporary increase that recorded, 
which are at 70, 140 and 168 days. Expansion at that time of measurement also 
showed only a slight increase compared with the measured expansion after that. This 
behavior could also be found out from all specimens tested in Danish method expect 
AD+AD FA15% specimens. One explanation is that, this phenomenon possibly 
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make the ASR gel fill the microcracks. Thus, temporary recovery and decreasing of 
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5.3.3 ASR Gel Formation Observation 
 
After completing the accelerated concrete test, ASR gel observation was carried out to 
measure. ASR gel could be seen on the specimens with large expansion. Overall, for 
specimen tested in Danish test method, the results could confirm the penetration of 
alkali solution from outside into concrete specimen. The image of ASR gel 
observation for specimen tested in JIS method and Danish method are shown in Figs. 
5.11 and 5.12, respectively. 
 
Although there is only few amount of ASR gel could be observed, the ASR gel could 
be seen in the inner section and the outer section of the AD+CC specimen tested in 
JIS method, with dense spots of ASR gel could be observed in the inner section of the 
specimen. The ASR gel could also be observed in AD+CC specimen tested in Danish 
method. However, due to the alkalis source was supplied from the outside, dense 
spots of ASR-gel were mostly observed in the outer section.  
 
Furthermore, the ASR gel observation results of specimens tested in Danish method 
show that the amount of ASR gel could be observed was increasing in line with the 
increasing of its expansion ratio. In AD+AD specimen, the ASR gel could also be 
seen but not as much as could be seen in the AD+CC specimen, which has larger 
expansion. Less ASR gel can be observed in the CC+AD specimen. 
       
As for the specimens with additional high-quality fly ash tested in Danish method, the 
ASR gel could only be observed in AD+CC FA15% specimen. This replacement ratio 
of fly ash could be confirmed to be effectively suppressed ASR over a long period of 
time. Besides suppressing the occurrence of ASR, the salt penetrations from sodium 

















Figure 5.11 ASR gel formation of AD+CC concrete prism specimen tested in JIS 












































Figure 5.12 ASR gel formation of concrete prism specimens tested in Danish method 














5.3.4 Polarizing Microscopic Observation 
 
The observations of thin section of concrete prism specimens by polarizing 
microscope were conducted after completing the accelerated expansion test. The 
observation results from specimens tested in JIS and Danish method can be seen on 
Figs. 5.13, and 5.14, respectively. In addition, the polarizing microscopic observation 
for specimens tested in JIS method was only conducted to AD+CC specimen. This is 
due to the AD+CC specimen is the only specimen that expanded in JIS test method. 
      
The results of thin section samples observation with polarizing microscope were 
confirming the results that already obtained from ASR gel observation. The ASR 
severity level was increasing in line with the increasing of expansion ratio. In JIS test 
method, the observation from thin section of AD+CC specimen shows continuous 
network of cracks (<25 µm width) from the aggregate to cement paste filled with ASR 
gel. This condition could be categorized as ASR level: III. In Danish test specimens, 
observation from AD+CC specimen showed wider cracks width (>50μm width) 
compared to AD+CC specimen tested in JIS method. Thus it can be categorized as 
ASR level: V.   
 
Due to the expansion was decreased in AD+AD specimens tested in Danish method, 
decrease in cracks width were also observed. The cracks width is around 25-50µm 
which can be categorized as ASR level: IV. As for observation of ASR gel in CC+AD 
specimens, cracks width is less than 25µm and that can be categorized as ASR level: 
III. In addition, in specimens with additional 15% high-quality fine fly ash, cracks 
filled with ASR gel could be observed on AD+CC FA15% and CC+AD FA15% 
specimens. The cracks width for AD+CC FA15% specimen is equal to that observed 
in CC+AD specimens. Thus, it can be categorized as ASR level: III. In CC+AD 
FA15% specimen, cracks occurred only inside the aggregate which can be categorized 
as ASR level: II. As for AD+AD FA15% specimen, due to this specimen did not 
expand, there is no crack and ASR gel could be observed. Overall, these results add 
















Figure 5.13 Polarizing microscope observations of AD+CC concrete prisms thin 







































Figure 5.14 Polarizing microscope observations of concrete prisms thin sections 



























The effect of fly ash on the ASR mitigation in concrete with combination of calcium 
carbonate aggregate and andesite aggregate have been investigated through series of 
experiments works. Main results obtained in this study are as follows: 
(1) The proportion of 40% andesite aggregate as fine aggregate and 60% calcium 
carbonate aggregate as coarse aggregate shows the occurrence of pessimum 
effect in the concrete specimens.  
(2) According to the specimens tested in JIS method, the pessimum effect could 
trigger severe ASR deterioration although the alkalis amount inside the 
specimens very small (1.2% Na2Oeq). 
(3) The size of the aggregate also determines the severity of pessimum effect. 
Specimens with andesite aggregate as the fine aggregate shows the largest ASR 
expansion. 
(4) The addition of 15% replacement ratio of high quality fine fly ash in concrete 
prism specimens shows a good ASR mitigation effect, which is a high 
pozzolanic activity due to very fine particle size and high amount of glass-rich 
silica phase. 
(5) The finesses and high amount of glass-rich silica phase of this fly ash increase 
the alkali adsorption by CSH gel with a low ratio Ca/Si around 0.9 and also 
make the specimens denser thus reduces the salt penetration which can halt the 
ASR process. 
(6) The dynamic modulus of elasticity, uranyl fluorescence method and thin 
sections observation are found to improve the measurement accuracy of the 
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CHAPTER 6 Conclusions 
 
The experimental works on the assessment of fly ash addition and repair material 
effect on the mitigation of alkali silica reaction in concrete have been conducted 
through a series of tests and analysis. The main concluding remarks obtained from the 
present research are summarized as follows: 
 




(1) The diffusion starting time (DST) of Na2SiO3 and Li2SiO3 was fast around            
5 days. However, in term of diffusion coefficients, Na
+
 ions were 10 times more 
than Li
+
 ions. This result could be indicative that lithium silicate reacts well and is 
better absorbed into the hydration products than sodium silicate. 
(2) The diffusion of SiO3
2-
 ions did not occur at all, regardless of diffusion solution or 
curing time, which suggests that it reacts completely with calcium hydroxide. 
(3) In regard to residual CH amount observed from DSC and XRD results show that 
Li2SiO3 samples are higher and directly proportional to solution concentration 





) from the CSH gels and the released calcium ions precipitated 
into calcium hydroxide (CH), lead to more residual CH in the cement pastes. 
(4) Regardless of Li2SiO3 concentration, the mortar bar expansion tests show that the 
specimens did not expand at all, this suggests no ASR occurrence. Thus, it can be 
recommended for the mitigation of ASR-induced expansion in deteriorated 
concrete structures. 
(5) Although Na2SiO3 compounds possess ASR-suppression properties like Li2SiO3 
compounds investigated, it might not be recommendable for external supply 




(1) JIS and Danish method show a different suppression mechanism of ASR. 
However, 20% replacement ratio of high-quality fine fly ash from Hokuriku 
district, Japan could almost completely inhibit the ASR in both test method.  
(2) The degree of pozzolanic activity of this FA was increased due to the increasing 
of a glass-rich phase along with its very fine particle size. High pozzolanic activity 
and the finesses of high-quality fine fly ash contributed to the increasing on the 
alkali adsorption by CSH and also makes the specimens denser thus reduces the 
salt penetration which has a great contribution to the inhibitory effect of ASR. 
(3) The lower water to binder ratio makes the specimens denser thus halts the salt 
penetration which also gives contribution to the inhibitory effect of ASR. 
(4) The dynamic modulus of elasticity is found to be affected by ASR expansion. 
Thus, this measurement is possible to improve the measurement accuracy of the 
deterioration degree of concrete due to ASR.  
(5) The ASR mitigation effect of high-quality fine fly ash could confirm more 
accurately by performing a thin sections observation and uranyl fluorescence 
method analysis. Both measurement methods were effective for the evaluation of 
mortar bars and concrete prisms deterioration level due to ASR.  
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(6) The concrete prisms and mortar bar specimens showed a good relationship in 
terms of experiments results. However, based on the comparison between mortar 
bars and concrete prisms experiments results, it can be proposed that the concrete 




(1) The accelerated mortar bars test confirms the high reactivity of andesite aggregate. 
ASR expansion is completed in just 4 weeks for OPC specimens. However, it was 
delayed, around 12 weeks, for specimens using FA and BFS. 
(2) The crushed andesite stone and crushed andesite sand aggregate have the same 
level of reactivity, which have a high reactivity. 
(3) It was found that the application of JIS A1146 was possible to determine the 
inhibitory effect of ASR of both fly ash and blast furnace slag powder especially 
in early stages. The addition of 15% replacement ratio of high-quality fine fly ash 
could completely inhibit the ASR in specimens with 1.2% Na2Oeq. 
(4) The required amount of fly ash to mitigate ASR depends on the alkali content 
inside the mortar bar specimens. The larger alkali amount inside the system will 
require more fly ash amount. 
(5) The alkali binding mechanism of CSH, with a low ratio Ca/Si produced from the 
pozzolanic reaction between fly ash and portland cement, give significant 
contribution in binding available alkali in the pore solution. Thus, this mechanism 
of fly ash can effectively halt the ASR process. 
(6) In the future, it is expected that the effect of the addition of fly ash and blast 
furnace slag in concrete will be more significant in Hokuriku district. 
 
Chapter 5  
 
(1) The proportion of 40% andesite aggregate as fine aggregate and 60% calcium 
carbonate aggregate as coarse aggregate shows the occurrence of pessimum effect 
in the concrete specimens.  
(2) According to the specimens tested in JIS method, the pessimum effect could 
trigger severe ASR deterioration although the alkalis amount inside the specimens 
very small (1.2% Na2Oeq). 
(3) The size of the aggregate also determines the severity of pessimum effect. 
Specimens with andesite aggregate as the fine aggregate shows the largest ASR 
expansion. 
(4) The addition of 15% replacement ratio of high quality fine fly ash in concrete 
prism specimens shows a good ASR mitigation effect, which is a high pozzolanic 
activity due to very fine particle size and high amount of glass-rich silica phase. 
(5) The finesses and high amount of glass-rich silica phase of this fly ash increase the 
alkali adsorption by CSH gel with a low ratio Ca/Si around 0.9 and also make the 
specimens denser thus reduces the salt penetration which can halt the ASR 
process.  
(6) The dynamic modulus of elasticity, uranyl fluorescence method and thin sections 
observation are found to improve the measurement accuracy of the deterioration 




6.2 Further Researchs 
 
Some research works are being proposed to be conducted as future research 
assignments, the following topics are proposed: 
 
(1) The effectiveness of Li2SiO3 solution as repair material had been proven from the 
experimental works. However, the high price of this solution becomes a big 
concern. Thus, experimental works of Li2SiO3 solution with lower than 0.25 mol/l 
should be carried out. This experiment could help to determine the minimum use 
of this solution and to investigate the effect of Li2SiO3 with lower concentrations.   
 
(2) In relation to the use of mineral admixtures for ASR prevention in mortar bars and 
concrete specimens, the effectiveness of 15% and 20% replacement ratio of 
high-quality fine fly ash have already studied. These replacement ratios show a 
good ASR mitigation results. However, in some cases these replacement ratios are 
not sufficient. Other experiments with higher replacement ratio are necessary to be 
done. It is proposed to conduct experiment works with 25% to 35% replacement 
ratio of high-quality fine fly ash.     
 
(3) Some of the advantages of using fly ash as supplementary cementitious materials 
in concrete are reducing the porosity and improving the strength characteristics of 
mortars and concretes. However, how much the reduction of porosity and the 
improvement of the strength given by the fly ash are not well understood. This is a 
matter that worth research. 
 
(4) In Japan, the quality control and diversity of aggregate are some of the problems 
that being faced to control ASR expansion. For this reason, experiment works 
using other kinds of aggregates are important to be done. The reactive sand and/or 
gravel in the Joganji river in the Toyama prefecture are one of the aggregate that 
worth to be investigated. The experiments could be conducted to assess the 
reactivity of this aggregate, the pessimum effect and also the effect of additional 
fly ash to mitigate ASR expansion on concrete due to the use of this aggregate.   
 
(5) In this research works, the experiments are only conducted inside the laboratory 
with small specimens. For a better understanding, outside experiments with large 
field-exposed blocks being proposed to be conducted. The results of this 
experiment under natural condition will verify those findings that already obtained 
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